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Bishop Loring Confirms Class of 23 Sunday Night

Rockland Lodge Of Elks
Will Pay Tribute To Its
And Their Owners Are Summoned To Attend
Veteran Secretary

the condition, as well as Harry
Eerman of Lewiston, who owns the
remaining third. A portion of the
north wall of the building collapsed
some 10 days ago and is now under
emergency repair.
The old Grange Hall on Middle
street is to be condemned as is an
abandoned dwelling at 20 T street.
Owner of the Grange hall is re
ported to be Zig P. Sikorski of 35
James street. Rockland. Owner of
the T street property is Mrs. Eve
lyn Sullivan of Boston.

CONCERT TOMORROW NIGHT
Rockland Lodge of Elks, together
with lodges all over the nation, will
honor the lodge secretaries this
month. Rockland Lodge will rec
ognize the 18 years of continuous
service by Joshua N. Southard as
secretary of the lodge on March 27.
During the observance of "Sec
retaries’ Night,” a class of 12 ini
tiates will be admitted to the order
and will be known as the "Secretries’ Class.”
Southard, presently city wellare
director, has served as Skipper of
Red Jacket Ship of Sea Scouts,
Commodore of the Rockland Yacht
Club and is invested with the title
of Commodore on the State Sea
Scout staff. He is a past King Lion
of the Rockland Lions Club and
is a director of the Knox County
General Hospital and of the Rock
land District Nursing Association.
He was a former member of the
City Government.

ST. PARICK’S DAY

CONCERT
Followed by the Play

“MRS. O’LEARY’S COW”
ST. BERNARD S CHURCH
MARCH 16, 17, 18
Saturday at 2.00 P. M.
Friday and Sunday at 8.00 P. M.

Grabs, Games and Auction

Rockland High School Band To Present Fine
Program In R. H. S. Auditorium
The Spring Concert of the R H S. Now The Day Is Over,
Band
Band will take place Wednesday
Mellophone Solo.
night, at 8 o’clock in the High
Carolyn Snow
School auditorium. Featured as I Dream of Heaven Waltz,
Band
soloists will be Mary Grispi, Caro •
lyn Snow, Constance Gray, Ray Clarinet Saia,
Constance Gray
mond Wixson, Richard Burby, Skaters' Waltz
Charles Sewall, Donald Keating,
Rockland Senior Band
Marion Talbot, and Ronald Marsh. March—Here They Come, Walters
Bennett
The Junior Band will make its March—Activity,
initial appearance at this time. Baritone Solo,
Raymond Wixson
The public is invited and urged to
Bennett
support this fine grop of young Bugler’s Overture,
March—Power,
Bennett
people.
During the Spring, Summer and Trumpet Solo,
William Gould
early Fall the band will be an
Bennett
added attraction to many events Ambition Overture,
Bennett
and It deserves a full house in ap March—Concord,
preciation of its efforts and those Novelty Trio,
Richard Burby, Charles Sewall.
of Leader Vere Crockett.
Donald Keating
Tickets are on sale by members
Show Boat Souvenirs,
Walters
of the student body or may be
Bennett
March—Sabo,
purchased at the concert. A fine Saxophone Solo,
program has been prepared as fol
Marion Talbot
lows:
Walters
Brass Band Boogie,
March—Project,
Bennett
Rockland Junior Rand
Clarinet Solo,
America,
Ronald Marsh
Band
Bennett
Energy Overture,
Trumpet Solo,
Bennett
March—College Boy,
Mary Grispi

Bishop Oliver L. Loring, head of
the Episcopal Diocese of Maine,
made his annual visitation to the
Episcopal parishes in Rockland and
Thomaston Sunday. He confirmed
a class of 23 at St. Peter's Church
in Rockland in the evening and a
class of three at St. John’s Church
in Thomaston in the afternoon.
The Bishop extended the sacra
ment of confirmation as he was
seated at the altar with each per
son to receive the rite kneeling be
fore him in turn. He was assisted by
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, pastor ot
the Rockland and Thomaston pa
rishes.
Following the confimation ser
vice, Bishop Loring received the

Drivers’ Licenses
Hearings On Complaints In
Knox County Cases, By
Secretary Of State’s
Representative

The Prelude
To Easter

Florsheim
Quality

Take a tip from the
Irish—They parade their
Easter clothes a week be
fore Easter arrives, this
year.

members of the parish and extend
ed his blessing to them. A reception
for the confirmands was held in the
Undercroft immediately following
the service.
Included in the class was Alfred
August Karlsen who was brought
from Knox Hospital for the occa
sion. The elderly man. who lost
one leg some years ago, has re
cently undergone surgery for the
removal of the remaining limb. He
participated in the service trom
his wheelchair in wliich he was
brought to the church through the
kindness of Carl Stilphen of Rus
sell Funeral Home.
Ages of the persons confirmed
ranged from youngsters of school
1946. Conditional license to be
issued.
Lewis King, Union—Hearing on
complaint—Reckless driving. Con
ditional license to be issued.
Vernon Lewis, Thomaston—Hear
ing on complaint—Operating while
under the influence of liquor,
(Connecticut conviction); 90-day
suspension.
Charles H. Young, Washington—
Hearing on complaint—Leaving the
scene of an accident.
Dana E. Sawyer, Rockland—
Hearing on complaint—Leaving the
scene of an accident. Retain license
with condition added for two years.
Must comply with financial respon
sibility law.
William Glendenning. Jr., Rock
land—Petition for restorationoperating while under the influ
ence of liquor. Revoked March 16.
948 and Jan. 19, 1938. Conditional
license.
ANNIVERSARY

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Past,
American Legion, will observe the
32d anniversary of the Legion
Thursday night. A baked ham sup
per will be served to Legionnaires
and Auxiliary members at 6.30
Special guest of the evening will be
James Boyle of Waterville, adjutant
of the Department of Maine.

And just for the record
—you’ll find plenty of
Easter fashion styling in
our new Spring Suits.
Worsteds, gabardines and
tweeds, all with the fresh
look of 1951.
Mrs. Roy Brewster of Camden street, Rockland, is congratulated by
Clayton Bitler of Bitler Car and Home Supply on the occasion of the
awarding of a combination phonograph, radio-television set to her Sat
urday night by the store. Her name was drawn from those of store
customers who came from all sections of the county. The combination
unit has a value of $337.00 and was offered by Mr. Bitler as a trade bonus
to bis customers of the past several weeks.

are built to give xon

the extra wear of a

THOUGHT FOR TODAY

second pair . . . and

Meet a difficulty face to face

LEGION’S 32d
BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post No. 1
Celebrates

Thursday, March 15
ROfKLQNO
Maine

Wadsworth Brothers Were
Injured When One Fell
From a Ladder

Left to right arc members of the confirmation class at St. Peter's Episcopal Church Sunday night and the clergy. In the front row are, Mrs.
Hazel Bianey, Mrs. Etta Andersen, Mrs. Abigail Buswell, Mrs. Hazel Kavanaugh, Mrs. Lucille Butler, Mrs. Evelyn Simmons, Alfred Karlsen, Mrs.
Evelyn Fisher, Miss Mary Berry, .Mrs. Betty Axtell, Miss Sylvia Sulides and Miss Dorothy Smith. In the center are the Rev. Ernest E. O. Kenyon
and the Right Reverend Oliver L. Loring In the second row are, Richard Molloy, John Aho, Gerry Aho and David Soule. The back row, Frank
Bridges, Roy Jacobs, Donald Simmons, David Renegar, Eugene Buswell, Howard Stetson and Francis Gardner.

LEGION

and trouble begins to back up.

An Odd Accident

THE BLACK CAT

The following cases were heard
by the Secretary of State’s repre
sentative at Augusta City Hall
Thursday on petitions for restora
tion of auto drivers' licenses and
hearings on complaints.
Edward A. Alden, Union—Petition
for restoration—Operating while
under the influence of liquor, re
voked Nov. 24. 1948. conditional
license on application.
Edward Huntley, St. George—
Hearing on complaint—Leaving the
scene of an accident. Continued.
Albert, J. Johnson. St George—
Petition for restoration—Operating
while under the influence of liquor,
revoked April 14. 1947, and July 29.

$35.00, $39.50, $49.75
to $65.00

Volume 106, Number 31.

By the Roving Reporter

Will Be Added Attraction

Come in today and se
lect your new suit for the
Easter parade.

Issue

Kenneth Wadsworth, 39, of Cush
ing and cook aboard the McLoon
lobster smack John H. McLoon is
hospitalized with back injuries fol
lowing a fall aboard the craft be
tween 8 and 10 p. m. Friday. A
brother, Charles Wadsworth, 28,
also fell and was treated at the
hospital for head injuries and later
released.
*
Company officials state that as
near as can be determined, both
men were leaving the vessel when
the first man up the ladder lost his
footing and fell, carrying the man
following him to the deck of the
smack which was lying at the South
side of the McLoon dock.
Charles Wadsworth is not an
employe of the lobster wholesale
firm which operates the smack.
The men were treated at Knox
Hospital by Dr. Robert Allen and
Dr. Howard Apollonio.

Municipal Hearing March 26
The City Council last night ordred owners of three structures in
the city to a hearing March 26
One structure will be discussed as
to its present dangerous condition
as reported by the building inspec
tor while two others will be subjects
of condemnation proceedings.
Mrs. J. A. Jameson, two-thirds
owner of Crockett Block at the
North End, is to be notified offi
cially of the dangerous condition
of the builcmg and asked to make
appearance to discuss correct ing

Tuesoqt

James L. Boyle. Department Adjutant of Maine,
Guest Speaker
ROCKLAND City Band
BAKED HAM SUPPER
Served at 6.30 P. M. by our Auxiliary

that’s one pair you
don’t have to buy.

BRAND NEW

FOURTH EDITION
Over 200 Pages.
Some 300 Steamboat Picture*.

Authentic—Readable.
Shoes by Freeman and

Great Northern from

$9.95 to

16.95

$7.00

The March report of the Rockand Chamber of Commerce covers
quite completely the activities of
the group since re-organization 14
months ago.
Debts of the old Chamber have
been paid off and new equipment
purchased for the office with a
full-time staff now on duty. Mem
bership has grown steadily due to
the efforts of members who realize
the value of an active Chamber
to the community and the Knox
County area.
A membership drive is now in
progress with Vice President Wil
liam Koster as chairman. The
campaign for new members has a
goal of 200 more business and pro
fessional persons taking part in
the Chamber program by April 1.
In the little more than a year
just past, the local group has affili
ated itself with the United Sates
Chamber of Commerce, the New
England Council and the Maine
State Chamber of Commerce, as
well as the Maine Publicity Bureau.
These affiliations have alreadyborne friiit in several
instances.
0
The Chamber has on several oc
casions been in close contact with
the Maine Development Commis
sion and has worked to Rockland's
advantage with the State operated
bureau.
Knox Industries, which was
fathered back in the middle Thir
ties by the old Chamber, still exists
and waits an opportunity to finance
another industry for the city as it
did in the case of the Van Baalen
factory. The Camden street plant
occupied by Van Baalen-Heilbrun
Company was constructed by Knox
Industries capital and leased to the
bathrobe manufacturing concern
which moved here from New York.
Within the year, the firm has pur
chased the plant with the result
that the industrial organization
now is ready to finance a second
structure for industry if and when
the opportunity presents itself.
At the moment, the Chamber has
one real active prospect for loca
tion of an industry in the city.
Considerable work has been done
along this line with other prospects
too. Also, there are one or two
long range prospects which require
further work on the part of Cham
ber officials.
Within the year, the Chamber
has worked on behalf of waterfront
interests to obtain proper buoyage
in the approaches to Penobscot
Bay. This work has been done by

the Coast Guard as requested. In
this instance, fishing boat captains,
owners and fish and lobster plant
operators worked closely with the
Chamber to provide Coast Guard
with the necessary information to
support the request for added buoy
age.
The problem of providing ade
quate docking facilities for the Vi
nalhaven and North Haven boats is
in the early stages of being solved.
The Highway Commission has
show., interest in the project as a
part of the State Highway system
while the Maine Port Authority has
also indicaed that aid might be
forthcoming if needed, together
with State funds. The old Maine
Central pier at the South-End has
been investigated and surveyed by
Chamber, State and city officials
as a possible site.
The railroad crossing by-pass
from Pleasant Gardens to Park
street now seems a certainty for this
year following a conference with
the Governor, City and Chamber
officials, recently.
Congressman Nelson is working
on dredging projects in Lermond's
Cove and repair of the Rockland
Breakwater at the request of the
Chamber, having taken up the task
on March 5. The filling of his
important position gives the Cham
ber one whose sole task is to fur
ther the interests of the Chamber
and city as a whole at all times.
Much work has been done to
ward the establishing of a radio
station in the city. Work is still
going ahead with the prospect that
a station can be in operation within
the coming few months.
The Chamber is heading for a
total of at least 200 members in
the drive which is now in prog
ress. At the start of the drive, the
roster contamed the names of 124
business and professional persons
and business establishments ac
tively supporting the work.
The monthly meeting of the
Chamber will be held tonight at
the Thorndike Hotel at 730. Mem
bers and prospective members are
urged to attend.
The coupon printed below may
be used by those persons who wish
to learn more about the Chamber
with the intention of joining to aid
the work already in progress for
the general betterment of the city.
Clip the coupon and mail to Wil
liam Koster, Membership Chair
man, Rockland Chamber of Com
merce, Rockland, Me.

land Chamber of Commerce.

Please have a representative calL

It takes A. A. Gilmore, a fre
quent Rockland visitor to spot the
unusual. Friday he appeared in The
Courier-Gazette office with a 3x6
inch envelope bearing three of the
1877 Ben Franklm one-cent stamps
and stamped not by a post office
at all but by a Knox & Lincoln
R. R. post mark of Dec. 1877.
All the way from Seattle, Wash
ington, there came to my desk yes
terday a generous consignment of
kippered salmon, a gift of Mrs. C.
F. Moe, better known to many
Rockland friends as the former Ed
ith Chase, daughter of the late
Stephen Chase
of Rockland.
Friends shared, and all were of the
opinion that the Superior Fish
Company is producing a very palat
able food article. Will Mrs. Moe
kindly accept my hearty thanks?
She writes:
-I want you to know that I en
joy The ‘Couriers’ so much that
I read them in preference to our
daily papers, especially the "Mem
ory Realm” that you write and
others who contribute for the ben
efit of the Old Timers. The pictures
of people and events of the Steam
boat era are very interesting to
me.”

Every baseball broadcasting sea
son finds a new saying being coined.
This year it Is “'caught looking" for
a batter who has the third strike
called on him. You will hear that
saying many times, I venture.
The first crocus bloomed in Mrs.
Lilian Copping's garden Monday.

One year ago: Alberta Sprague
and Roland Ware won the High
School valedictory and salutatory.—
Harold W. Putnam of Reading,
Mass., was chosen town manager
at Thomaston.—Camden voted for
a new fire station.—Capt. John G.
Snow piloted four foreign freighters
to Searsport.—Owl's Head was visit
ed by a freak hurricane which
damaged the Earl Woodman house.
—Harrison P. MacAlman died at
Togus—Other deaths: Union, Mrs.
Will Cobb Perry, 75; Camden,
Berkeley Oilchrest of Union, 73;
Ingraham Hill, George S. Everett,
78; Camden, Elizabeth Deering
Porter; Thomaston, Charles E.
Shorey, 86; Camden, Eben E. Bar
ker, 79; Lincolnville, Mrs. Marion
Libby, 82.
Save your bottles and help save
a life. Kiwanis needs your help.
Iron Lung Drive April X. Paper,
scrap, bottles.
31-lt

WANT A HAVE
FUN?
Then Come To the

PHONES 1044 or 770

TYLER SCHOOL FAIR

Available Courier-Gazette Office

FRIDAY, MARH 16
Entertainment at 7.30
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The Rockland Chamber Of Commerce, Full)
Organized, Is Doing Everything In Its Power

I am interested in the activities and program of the Rock

will he sent C. O. D.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
MENS

IS FULLING ALL STRINGS

Postage prepaid or

John M. Richardson

•»9 MAINST VOCSt ANCMT

age to adults and Mr. Karlson who
was the oldest.
The Bishop, a powerful speaker,
described in his sermon the flve
evils which may beset a person and
the five powers given by God to
combat them. He described the
power and love of God as some-

The quarters in Glover block
recently vacated by the Western
Unior. are soon to become a barber
shop, I hear. The name of the
thing which evil has never over proprietor remains a military
secret.
come and can never overcome.
In addition to those confirmed at
A headline in yesterday’s Boston
the evening service at St. Peter’s Globe says that it takes a week’s
were Miss Betty Seekins and pay to buy a cake of soap in
George Mero who were accorded Yugoslavia. What a paradise for
the sacrament at St. John's Church hobos!
in Thomaston in the afternoon.
If you don’t think other papers
have their troubles, read yester
day morning's Press Herald, which
told how a "burgler softly sounded
taps.” Curtains for that proof
reader.

(Sponsored by the Tyler PTA)
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

By Snug Victory Over Thomaston Became the
Tournament Champion

By Ralph W. Tyler
By the time this gets into print
it will be just a matter of days be
fore the opening of the open water
season for fishing in this part of
Maine How quickly the Winter has
passed. Trout usually get the first
attention of open water anglers so
let's discuss the point of where in
Knox County we may be likely to
catch the first trout.
One year ago Knox County had
but one pond in which opening day
brook trout could be expected to
bite in sufficient numbers to offer
any respectable amount of sport to
more than one or two fishermen.
Today there are five ponds and
one lake in which brook trout have
been stocked, experimentally, and it
is likely all will provide some trout
this season The present policy of
the Knox County Pish and Game
Association is to give open publicity
to the names and locations of these
waters to permit rod and reel fish
ermen the opportunity to catch (if
possible) the fish which rightfully
are theirs as taxpayers and resi
dents of our State
The stocking program of the above
association will carry the request to
the State for continued stocking of
these waters if the present stock
fish are reported successfully caught
and are in apparent good health,
and it is hoped to add at least two
more ponds hitherto unstocked on
the program for 1951. Your co
operation in this respect is request
ed during 1951. Please report
catches to your local fish and game
wardens or some members of the
Knox County or Megunticook Lake
Pish and Game Associations. You
will be doing every resident fisher
man in this locality a favor
First on the list Forest Lake in
Friendship, Knox County's only all
trout water. Since Oct 23. 1942.
14.500 brook trout have been placed
in its small cool waters and
trout up to two pounds are taken
there each season. Fishing inten
sity is heavy, especially early in the
season and many limit catches are
made occasionally throughout the
open water season.
Forest Lake is readily accessible
to the public and boats may be
placed in its waters almost from
the highway.
Second. Rocky Pond in West
Rockport, originally selected three
years ago as a brown-trout pond by
the stocking committee of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association,
and generally considered a success

ful venture. It now has received
500 native brooktrout originally
consigned to Meadow Brook but di
verted because of lack of sufficient
water Rocky Pond is readily ac
cessible to all.
Third, Fresh Pond in Cushing.
This pond, long a hang-out for
truant trout from Maplejuice
Brook has been producing many
larger than average trout for the
few that fish there for several years,
some going as high as three pounds.
Five hundred brook trout were
stocked in Fresh Pond last October
for the first time.
Not easily accessible, and ap
proach to the pond is on foot over
private property, but at present not
posted. Good judgment in the re
spect for private property and
caution against fire by fishermen
should permit continued access to
this fine little pond.
Other waters in Knox County ir.
which trout were stocked last Fall
were the Lily Pond in Hope, a con
tributor to Alford Lake and recently
proposed as a natural rearing pool
for salmon. Five hundred mature
trout were released here. I believe
they are the first State-raised fish
ever to enter this pond.
To augment and possibly intro
duce new blood to the existing stock
of trout in Alford Lake the Knox
County Fish and Game Association
requested 1000 mature brook trout
be stocked there last Fall. Year
round fishing in Alford's has pro
duced some trout among the sal
mon and other species, and the ex
isting trout there appear to be ma
ture survivor-, and progeny of stock
ings made in its few tributaries
years ago. We were much pleased
to have this request filled without
hesitation by the State and the
trout were released there last
October.
May I state here that the brook
and stream stocking proposals of
the Association for 1950 were almost
totally curtailed due to lack of
water at stocking time, and it ap
pears at present that after three
very dry Summers all our flowing
waters suffer from an extreme con
dition of depletion of food organ
isms for year around survival of
trout.
It may therefore be expected that
until normal water conditions exist
in our brooks and streams for a
sufficient length of time to re
establish good living conditions for
trout that the State will be reluct
ant to approve any requests for

...keep c stsp-ahead with

ONLY Ford
Alt of Ford'
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large numbers of fish to be placed
in Knox County brooks and streams
for possibly two years or more.
Further, it is likely that stocking,
if done at all, will be done in early
Summer to permit fish to become
distributed to liveable areas and
condition themselves for the Winter
season which requires a good con
stitution to survive.
In the near future under the
policies of Commissioner Harold
Cobb. I see an entiretly different
method shaping up for the con
tinuation of stocking programs for
the various counties.
Basically the idea presents the
most logical way in which to con
serve State-raised fish and save
taxpayers' money in connection
with inland stocking that has ever
been proposed. It will however,
displace existing stocking commit
tees of various organizations all
over the State who have, contrary
to the good judgment of professional
biologists, continued to demand
game fish be stocked in waters de
clared not suitable for their growth
and survival.
Its outcome is likely to put Knox
County in the category of a bass
fishing area almost exclusively.
The presentation of the plan will
very likely be read at the March
meeting of the Knox County Fish
and Game Association by Secretary
Roy Miller, and will be further dis
cussed in this column.
Joe Talbot, president of Megunti
cook Lake Fish and Game Associa
tion and Elliot Smith of Owl’s 2 il), Crockett 4 Bowden, Annis
Head and myself, representing the I (2).
South School (28): Thompson
Knox County Fish and Game Asso
1
(D, Robinson 1 (2), Hooper 6
ciation. attended the meeting of the
(2), Powell 2 (2). Kenniston Ol.
executive committee of the Maine ,
It looks like Mayo should beFish and Game Association, in TriCity Clulbrooms, Hallowell, Sunday.! ware the Ides of March: Last year
It was a continuous five-hour ses- , at ^is time I was being hanged in
sion in which proposed legislation I
ih New Gloucester because I
of hunting, fishing, trapping and , imPl'ed that the girl s team there
conservation were discussed affect- !couldn 1 Hck Camden and this
| year I find that I have been
ing the entire State.
President Earle Conant presided named to 'coach'' the High School
and Deputy Commissioner Earl all-stars in the Friday benefit
Bradbury. Gene Letourneau, and game for the Red Cross with the
DiRenzo
several State Representatives were Knox Coaches. Mike
did
the
naming
and
I
suspect
he
active in the pros and cons. Eleven
did it just to make things easier
counties were represented.
for his team.
All my guys have to do is beat a
team composed of Charlie God
dard at center; DiRenzo and the
blonde ghost of Union, Tod Gib
son at forwards; plus Win Kenoyer
and Herb Lush at guards. I don't
know the latter but I hear he is
plenty of ball player.
Larry
Plummer, Ken MacDougal, Frank
Vaitones .Clyde Hatch and Clar
ence Butler are in on the act too,
plus Fred Sutherland of Rockport,
who will coach them.
I will have to borrow DiRenzo's
board that he figures plays on,
and go to work I guess. This game i
will be a treat for the all-stars in I
one respect—for the first t me in i
their lives they will know more:
than their coach about the game.
Maybe if I study real hard be
tween now and Friday though, I
can come up with some good ideas.
I can hear Gibson and Kenoyer
laughing now, but they better look
out for themselves Friday night. I
don't intend to lose this time.
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POWER PILOT
ECONOMY
The Ford Truck Power Pilot
is a simpler, fully-proven way
of get ting the most power from
the least gas.
It automatically meters and
fires the right amount of gas,
at precisely the right instant,
to matc h constantly changing
operating requirements.
Unlike conventional sys
tems, the Power Pilot uses
only one control instead of
two, yet is designed to syn
chronize firing twice as accu
rately. You can use regular
gas . . . you get no-knock
performance.

Again in ’51—Ford step-ahead engineering packs even

more value into new Ford Trucks, with a wealth of great
new features!
Under the hood, on the modern new front end, in tha
new 5-star extra Cabs (added cost), in transmissions,
axk's ... all the wav through Ford Trucks for '51, you’ll
find bigger and better reasons for Ford Truck economy
—performance— driving ease—durability!
You can choose from over 180 Ford Truck models, from
95-h.p. Pickups to 145-h.p. BIG JOBS! And remember,
only Ford gives you a choice of V-8 or Six! . . you select
the power that fits your needs! Come and see us—get tha
facts on Ford's proved power pilot economy!

FORD TRUCKS

LAST LONGER

thing latest registration data an 4,592,000 trucks,
lifp intvrantp pxpprts prove Fvrd Trutltl laft locqtrl

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Thomaston opened with a slow,
deliberate game and led at the
first quarter 8-5, but Rockland's
superior height began to tell ir.
the second session and they left
the floor at the half with a 17-12
lead. Dennis Sawyer, who led the
game's scorers with 16. was carry
ing the Thomaston scor.ng load
and for Rockland. Dave Deshon
was the chief point getter with 10
in the first half and a total of 14
Rockland shifted into a pressing
man to man in the third quarter
which was successful in tying up
their smaller rivals and they
pulled away to a 33-20 third quar
ter advantage.
At this point
Rockland put in the second team
and Thomaston began creeping up
dangerously with Toots Moody
giving Sawyer a hand with four
nice buckets. Their rally forced
the return of the Rockland first
string and they managed to cool
the Thomaston drive Others show
ing well were Johnny Bird of
Rockland and Thomaston’s tiny
Ronnie Jameson.
In the South School-Rockport
opener Jimmy Carleton stole the
ball with seconds remaining and
drove in for the deciding points on
a neat effort. It was hi.s only tally
of the second half but a big one.
He was the Rockport stand out
with 13 po nts but South's Bob
Hooper was the leader with 14. The
game was close all the way.
Named to the all-tourney team
by officials and coaches were Ken
Thompson of South School. Dave
Deshon of Rockland Junior High.
Jimmy Carleton of Rockport.
Ronnie Jameson and Dennis Saw
yer of Thomaston Captain Dave
Gray of Rockport received the
good sportmanship award. Mak
ing tiie awards was Bus Line
League President Casper Ciaravino.
Scores:
Final.
R.J.H. (36): Bird 5,
Pease 1 (2), Hanley, Doherty 1,
Freeman, Deshon 5 (4), Lunt 1 (1),
Sleeper, Brackett 1 (1), Gallant.
Thomaston (33> Mocdv 4 (1),
Overlock (1) MacMillan. Sawyer 7
(2), Mayo 2, Jameson 1 (1).
Consolation
Rockport
<3O>
Carleton 5 (3), Sullivan 1. Gray

WHAT GEN. EISENHOWER SAID
Gen. Dwight D Eisenhower made a characteristic re
mark Sunday when he declared that he might as well be
assigned "to the middle of the Atlantic Ocean” unless he
has the undivided support of Congress and the American
people in his effort to weld a joint army for the free world.
The General was asked whether he would use the Atomic
bomb, and made a forthright answer “I would use the Atomic
bomb 'instantly' in any war if I were convinced it would
bring sufficient destruction to an enemy.”

ONLY FIVE OPPOSED
Only five Republican Senators voted against the pas
sage of the bill providing for the drafting of 18-year-olds,
and the measure was adopted with 79 affirmative votes against
the reluctant five. Even the supporters of the measure were
surprised at the overwhelming result. The battle, however,
centered on universal training, which would take hold after
the present emergency and affect all boys as they reached
18 Opponents declared it would head the nation toward
militarism

T00 GOOD A MAN TO LOSE
Now there is talk that Gov. Frederick G. Payne may be
come chairman of the Republican State Committee when he
retires from office in 1952 That sounds more reasonable than
the reixrrts that he might seek a third term. Be that as it
may he is too valuable a factor to lose from acive participa
tion in Republican affairs.

32 Park SL, Rockland

AMERICAN
EMPLOYERS'
SVRANCE COMPANY'
110 Milk St.. Boston. Mass.

IN-

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1960
$29,814,703.41
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and
Bank,
1.618.240 30 !
2.565.989.98 j
Agents' Balances,
175.377.33
Interest and Rents,
667.667.02
All Other Assets,

$34,841,978.04
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not ad60,697 98
mitted,

Liming the soil is Maine's No. 1 conservation practice,
according to agriculture authorities, who say that more Maine
farmers are using it than any other conservation practice.
About 5,000 farms, or nearly half of the 12.000 enrolled
in the 1950 program, used more than 48,000 tons of lime as
an important and very basic soil-building measure. Nearly
one-third of the estimated quantity of lime which is expected
to be used under the ACP in Maine in 1951 has already been
ordered by farmers. Some of it has already been applied as
a Fall liming practice. Lime applied and plowed down and
another application harrowed in is used most efficiently.
Used this way, lime supplies the required calcium and pro
motes better use of other plant food elements in the entire,
root-depth layer of the soil.

PORT AUTHORITY TO RESCUE

BURKETTVILLE

were Brunswick visitors Saturday
been a night.
has re
Starlin Hart of Augusta recently
spent the day with his parents,
of New Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
Jacobs
Mrs. Frances Pease of Brewer
of their was in town Friday to attend the
funeral of her mother, Lizzie
Hannan Jacobs.

Admitted.
$34,781,280.06
LLABIUTTES. DEC. 31, 1950
$12,268,267.90
Net Unpaid Losses,
9.630.450 09
Unearned Premiums,
2.609.784.13
All Other Liabilities,
101,255.59
I ‘Contingency Reserve
2.000.000.00
Cash Capital.
4.671513.35
Voluntary Reserve,
j Surplus over all Lia
3500.000.00
bilities,

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$34,781,280 06
• Adjusting securities to Dec. 31,1
, 1950 market values.
Securities
i cawied at $946.11494 in the above I
statement are deposited as required j
I by Law.
31-T-37 I

Yoli are invited to come in and see our new
JOHN BEAN VISUALINER

You can ruin a set of tires
on one trip with car wheels
that are badly out-of-line.

FOR YOURSELF WHETHER
„ YOUR CAR NEEDS

STEERING SERVICEI

CH

It lakes only a few minutes
lo check your automobile
on the new VISUALINER

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
OLDS—CADILLAC
WINTER STREET,

TELEPHONE 889

ROCKLAND, MAINE
30-31

Monday night, Feb. 26 the Has
Beer.s won five points from the
Gutter Gussies in a very close
match and the Sad Sacks won four
to one over the Telephone Girls.
Has Beens—Barnard 258, Brown
250. Sprowl 230, Richardson 266,
Gray 291.
Gutter Gussies—Robarts 234, An
drews 260, Mosher 254, Laitinen
244, Arico 258.
Sad Sacks—McClure 248, Wall
241. Wood 256, Baum 230, Jackson
251.
Telephone—Lawless 237, Benner
227, Smith 254, Herrick 239, Ander
son 228,
Wednesday night the Alley Cats
won five from Team 10, Calamity
Janes edged out the Rockettes three
to two and the White Caps upset
the Jambdees by winning four to
one.
Alley Cats—Mar'h 233, Plummer
222, DiRenzo 219, Spear 250, Far
rell 227.
Team 10—Reardon 213, Bowen
179. Hoyle 220, Fuller 192, Argyle
241.
Calamity Janes—Pease 214, Le
doux 234. Kent 231, Carver 251.
Rockettes—Blethen 186,
Loker
244, Williams 252. Maki 247.
White Caps—Long 265, Bradbury
261, McLain 259, Waterman 246,
Sprowl 246.
Jambdees—Hodgkins 264,
Fer
nald 257, Lowell 216, Kallock 243,
Green 265.
Eva Gray, secretary.

It is expected that Mrs. Lottie
York. Lecturer of the M. S. Grange
will be present at the meeting of
Good Will Grange on March 15 to
present Golden Sheaf certificates
to Oliver Libby and Annie Bucklin,
charter members of the Grange or
ganized in 1901 and to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Copeland and Mrs.
Nettie Copeland, the first candi
dates initiated that year.
Mt.
Countless birds, bears and cari
Pleasant Grange. West Rockport,
bou were killed by the Mt. Katmai,
has been invited to be present.
Alaska, eruption in 1912 but no
For social Items In The Courier- humans lived close enough to be
Gazette. Phone 1044 Cltv
»t hurt.
STATE OF MAINE

The Port of New York Authority, ever alert to the grow
ing needs of the community on both sides of the Hudson, is
moving ahead again It has been apparent for some time
that the George Washington Bridge and the Holland and
Lincoln Tunnels are unable to handle adequately the peakhour traffic to and from New Jersey. The fact is under
scored by a 20 percent vehicular increase in one year through
the Lincoln Tunnel. The situation obviously calls for addi
tional facilities, and the Port Authority, in its customary
stride, has stepped in to meet the challenge.
Plans are announced for a third tube of the Lincoln
Tunnel, to cost $85.000.000 and to be ready for operation in
1957. This will double the peak-hour capacity at midtown.
Four lanes will operate in the peak direction, two lanes in the
opposite direction. Annual capacity is expected to rise by 50
percent To those who may wonder how in the world our
crowded streets can handle even more traffic, there is stimu
lating news in the details. There will be a large number of
approaches: on the Manhattan side the vast flow will be
'pumped in and out as far south as Thirtieth street. This
is tiaffic distribution on a really heroic scale. It recognizes
that every new piece of progress must be carefully integrated
with existing facilities and other projects still to come.
An -85.000.000 investment is tremendous, but the Port
Authority properly considers another tunnel as only part of
the whole picture. It has concluded that new ways must be
found for accommodating the traffic to the north, east and
west of Manhattan that now pours through our congested
island.—Herald Tribune.

Mt evotd fat itf

Now that Spring is just around
the corner, the St. George Post has
many activities planned.
For instance, last Wednesday
the long-awaited dances, which
were stopped during the Winter,
started again. The night was bad
which accounted for the rather
poor attendance. However through
this columns, readers w.ll be ad
vised that every Wednesday night
at the Odd Fellows Hall in Ten
ant's Harbor, there will be dancing
and the music furnished by
Charlie Woodcock.
The Post has also purchased a
moving picture machine and is
planning to give shows in the
same hall only this time the night
will be Friday and will continue
every week, showing a full eve
ning’s entertainment. This should
prove to be a very interesting proj
ect for all.
So. readers, please remember
these days: Wednesday night for
dancing and Friday night for
movies. The place, Odd Fellows’
Hall, Tenant's Harbor.—adv.
*lt

SOUTH WARREN

THE VALUE OF LIMING

Oscar Upham, who has
patient at Knox Hospital,
turned home.
Jesse and John Collins
York have been at the
home, called by the death
mother. Lizzie Jacobs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden

The Women Bowlers

St. George Post Will Keep Progress Of the Contests
Which Have Recently
Folks Busy Wednesdays
Taken Place
and Fridays

[EDITORIAL!

ideas!

In the low

give you

(By Bob Mayo)
Rockland's Junior High team
won the Thomaston Grammar
School Tourney Saturday as it won
36-33 over Thomaston. Rockport
won the consolat'on game from the
South School 30-28. The whole af
fair was very successful and wellrun from the competitive stand
point as some surprisingly good
basketball was played and all the
teams displayed good sportsman
ship throughout. RJ5. laad been
expected to win, but Thomaston
made a game of it all the way to
make their supporters feel good.
The tourney was less successful
financially and ended in the red.

Dancing And Movies

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

October 5th, 1950 to the date hereof,
to wit, for more than four years, to
SUPERIOR COURT wit, for more than twenty years,
IN EQUITY
have been seized and possessed
SAMUEL W. POORVU
and have been in uninterrupted
VS.
possession of said land and the im
WILJJAM G ROBBINS and
provements thereon claiming an
FRANCIS G ROBBINS, and the estate of freehold therein.
GRANTEES. DEVISEES. HEIRS
(10) The complainant and those
or PERSONS CLAIMING UNDER under whom he claims have
WILLIAM G. ROBBINS or FRAN continuously for the twenty years
CIS G ROBBINS
next prior to the commencement of
BILL OF COMPLAINT
this proceeding claimed said lands
under recorded deeds and have
To the Superior Court. In Equity.
Samuel W. Poorvu. of Newton, in paid all taxes assessed on said lands
the County of Middlesex and and have held exclusive, peaceable,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, open, notorious, continuous and
complains against William G. adverse possession thereof and of
R bbins. Francis G. Robbins and the improvements thereon.
(11) That the complainant is
the Grantees, Devisees, Heirs or
Persons claiming under William G. fearful that the defendants hereto
Robbins or Francis G. Robbins, and may claim some right, title, interest
or estate in the real estate described
says:
11) That Samuel W. Poorvu, your in paragraph (1) hereof.
(12) That the addresses, resi
complainant, acquired title to a
parcel of land and buildings situ dences and whereabouts of the de
ated in the City of Rockland, Coun fendants, and the names of the
ty of Knox and State of Maine and heirs, devisees, or grantees ©f the
named defendants, are to your
described as follows:
Easterly by Main Street, there complainant unknown and cannot
measuring about sixty-two and be ascertained after due diligence.
WHEREFORE, your Complainant
4 TO feet;
Southerly by School Street, Prays:
(1) That a Decree may be made
there measuring about one hun
•by this Honorable Court in favor
dred feet;
Westerly by land of the United of said Complainant and against
States, there measuring about said Defendants, quieting the title
of said Complainant to said de
sixty-three and 5 10 feet; and
Northerly by the Berry Block, scribed land and premises, that the
so-called, there measuring about said defendants and each of them
shall be decreed to have no title and
one hundred six and 5/10 feet.
by deed from F. W. Woolworth Co. right in said described land
dated October 5th, 1950 and record and premises, but that the
ed in Knox County Registry of title thereto may be declared
to be in said Complainant and the
Deeds in Book 315. Page 371.
(2) That F. W. Woolworth Co. Complainant owns the same in fee
acquired title to said premises by simple.
(2) That your Complainant maywarranty deed from Edward D.
Spear and Nettie C. Wotton dated have such other and further relief
June 25, 1930 and recorded in a-s the nature of the case may re
Knox County Registry of Deeds in quire.
(3) That this Honorable Court
Book 224. Page 153.
(3) That said premises were ac may order that notice be given to
quired by one Charles Spofford by the said defendants hereunder in
various deeds between 1803 and 1812 such manner and form and for
and were divided among his heirs such period as this Honorable
in partition proceedings in the Court may determine, directing
Probate Court for Lincoln County them to appear before this Court
in 1833 and by sundry conveyances and answer to this Bill of Com
and devises were acquired by plaint at the Rules following and
Charles S. Coombs between 1887 abide the Orders and Decrees of
Court thereon.
and 1911.
Dated at Newton, Massachusetts
(4) That Charles S. Coombs died
in 1913, testate, abstract of his this fifth day of March. 1951.
SAMUEL W POORVU.
Will being recorded in Knox Coun
ty Registry of Deeds in Book 133, CHRISTOPHER S ROBERTS.
Solicitor for Complainant.
Page 470.
(5) That a bill in equity was A true copy of Bill in Equity.
Attest:
brought in this Court, March 14,
PEARL E. BORGERSON,
1929 (Equity Docket No. 218) for
construction of said WiU and that
(L. S.)
Clerk.
by decree in said equity case it was
STATE OF MAINE
heid that one-third interest in the
(LS.)
Spofford Block at Main and School County of Knox. SS.
Streets. Rockland, passed to the
On the foregoing bill, the Court
heirs of said Charles S. Coombs as finds that actual service cannot be
intestate property.
made upon the defendants named
(6» That one of the said heirs therein.
was Julia Conway, of Rockport,
It is therefore ORDERED that
Maine, who died intestate on Feb the plaintiff give notice of the
ruary 28. 1914, leaving as her heirs pendency of this suit to all said
four first cousins, one of whom was defendants by causing to be pub
Louisa E. Robbins, of Thomaston. lished a copy of said bill with this
Maine.
order of Court thereon, attested
(7) That Louisa E Robbins died by Pearl E. Borgerson, Clerk, three
December 25. 1917. leaving a WiU times in three successive issues in
which named two sons, WiUiam G. The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
Robbins, of New York City, and printed ar.d published, at Rockland,
Francis G. Robbins, residence un in said County of Knox, all said
known. but contained no devise of publications to be made fourteen
her interest in said real estate.
days at least before the April Rules
(8) That Edward D. Spear and next, that all said defendants may
Nettie C. Wotton. hereinbefore appear in our said Court, at the
mentioned, owners of an undivided Court House in said Rockland, at
interest in said real estate, acquired ten o'clock in the forenoon on the
the interests of all the other heirs first Tuesday of April, next, and
in 1930 by deeds recorded in Knox show cause, if any there be. why
County Registry of Deeds in Book the prayers of said bill should
214, Pages 483-484-Book 223, Pages not be granted.
476, 475. 474. 472. 476 and 470, except
Dated March 9, 1951.
only the interest of the heirs of
FRANK A. TIRRELL, JR .
said Louisa E. Robbins, whose
Justice Superior Court.
residence was unknown and could
A true copy.
not be ascertained.
Attest:
(9) That F. W. Woolworth Co., (LS.)
from June 25, 1930 to October 5th,
PEARL E. BORGERSON,
1950, and Samuel W. Poorvu, from 30-33
Clerk.
KNOX, ss.

FUJI TM '
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Toesaay-Tfiursday-Sitorai?

Mrs. Horatio Knight is employed
The scholastic honor roll an
at Goodnow’s Pharmacy.
nounced at Kents Hill School found
Frank Avantaggio of Waldoboro
Past Masters’ Night will be ob listed under “high honors" and
served by Wessaweskeag Grange of Norman Davis of Mcnhegan under
South
Thomaston
Wednesday "honors.”
alight The meeting wil! start at 8
o'clock and will be followed by a
Officers for 1951-52 will be notn- 1
March 16—Woman’s Educational luncheon.
mated by Rockland Lodge BFOL
Club meets at Farnsworth Build
tonight. Attendance prize $5. Roast
ing 2.30 p. m.
Induced in the constant flow of
turkey supper.
March 16—W.C.T.U. meeting at the
inquiries
received
by
the
Chamber
Littlefield
Memorial
Baptist
cf Commerce relative to this area
Church.
Owl's Head was the first Knox
Industrial Arts, or General Shop al aid ta make principles more eas
March 16—Rubinstein Club. Guest was one from Barcelona, Spain and County town to report its 1951 Red
which
we like to call it, is an es ily understood. Perhaps some genevening, Farnsworth Museum.
another from Houston, Texas the Cross Fund quota given by its peo
sential
part of general education. erou person who reads this may
March 18—Paper drive by 40 & 8 past week.
ple and the town went over the top It is conceived as an answer to the want to donate some usable power
and Sea Explorers.
by gathering $230. Mrs. Charles problem of educating boys to live in unit which is certainly needed tor
March 19 — Shakespeare SocietyRichard T. Senter, son of Mr.
meets with Miss Mabel Snow,
Wotton was chairman and the quo- i a world which today may be classed this important area One public
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
F.
Senter,
Jr.,
has
Union street.
ta was $211 Rockland women’s di as largely industrial and technolog spirited citizen has already given
March 20 — Pa. t Noble Grands’ been named to the dean’s list of vision chairman Mrs. Inez Harden
ical. As a release from the relative the school a one cylinder engine of
Night at Miriam Rebekah Lodge. I the Syracuse University College of
March 21 — Knox-Lincoln P.N.G. Fine Arts Nomination to the list is arranging a Red Cross Card par- | inactivity of the classroom, rndus- i questionable age but it is unsur
ty in the Hotel Rockland lor the ] trial arts activities serve as both passed as a teaching aid. Perhaps
Association meets at Camden.
March 21—At Community Building. requires a student to maintain an night of March 28 with Mrs. Win a physical and mental stimulus to here will be more Outboard motors
average of “B” or better during the
Rockland. Jimmy Vaus Night.
ona Cay her cochairman. The group
are excellent for developing me
March 23—Methebesec Club meets Fall semester., according to Dean planning the affair with them will a student of any age. The very na
chanical ability with engines and
ture
of
the
work
requires
active
in the Farnsworth Museum at L. C. Dillenback. A sophomore ma
meet on March 14 in Farnsworth participation in a program which) much has been done along that line
2.30 p. m.
joring in painting and illustration
Museum to complete details.
March 23—Lenten Cantata “The
releases the tension and strain ol this year. Several could be used if
Seven Last Words of Christ,” ! Senter is a graduate of Rockland
concentrated attention required by donated.
sung by choir of the Pratt Me i High School.
A baked bean supper will be held
A welding course quite recently
certain learning situations even in
morial Methodist Church at 7.30
on the range of the Eastern Divi
included in the course has created
the
more
active
classrooms
of
the
The
Knox
Hospital
Alumni
As

p. m.
sion Rifle Club in the Odd Fellows
modern school. The atmosphere ol considerable interest. It is interest
March 25—Easter.
sociation will meet tonight at the
basement tonight. This will be the
March 26—'McLain PT.A meets at home of Mrs. Mildred Calder.
active work which is charatceristic ing to note how quickly some of the
final supper of the season The last;
McLain School.
of industrial arts should be seen younger students acquire this skill.
March 28—Film Council Meeting,
McKee’s Castle, colorful Span match in the Maine State Rifle' to be fully appreciated.
While the course does not produce
High Schoo! Library 3.45 p. m.
ish type residence with six rental and Pistol Association postal league ' Industrial arts activities may, to a first class welder it does acquaint
March 29-31—Seaside Wonderland
cottages on U. S. 1 at Harbor is to be fired this week. The local' some extent, contribute to the him with the tools of tlie trade and
Carnival, Rockport.
March 20—Rockland Lions Club Oaks. Florida, sold last week at team hasn’t done as well this year ! meeting of certain needs of youth he does get to do a good welding
presents the University of Maine public auction for $33,000 with the as last. So far it has won four and ! in the economic vocational field. job.
Varsity Singers and Madrigal buyers. Julius Fisher, Daytona lost seven matches. It needs some I
The time schedule is the same as
Singers at the Community Build- Beach, Fla., Forest Brazier, Rock new members to give support. For Through participation the student
feels that he is growing toward a the other high school classes. This
details
contact
Ronald
Lufkin,
secj
position of economic independence is perhaps one obstacle that aca
March 30—Annual meeting of Ru land, Me., and Roy Radeck, Detroit
binstein Club. Farnsworth Mu Mich. The property was built in rttary, or any member. Go down and a place in the vocational demic classes do not have. The
1937, and one of its features is a and try our stuff.
seum.
scheme of things The present in length of period varies from 45 to
April 13—Annual Spring Concert. uining room seating 200 persons.
The Sea Explorers and the 40&8 dustrial arts program provides try 50 minutes and mast boys are so in
Rubinstein Club, Congregational
out opportunities which may be terested and active that this short
Church.
The 80th annual Spring Flower will have a paper drive Sunday,
April 27—Colby College Glee Club, Show of the Massachusetts Horti starting at 2 p. m. Please have your termed pre-vocational. While no period quickly passes. The program
and Colby Eight at the Univer
attempt is made in industrial arts gives five periods per week except
cultural Society is in progress in paper bundles on your side walk!
salist Church.
classes to provide vocational skills for sophomores w'ho receive seven.
Boston. The show will continue
A Ford sedan, said by police to the student Is usually impressed by The two extra periods are given
James Moore and Leonard Har through the remainder of the week
low will be the guest speakers at at Mechanics Building. The show have been operated by William the fact that he is using the tools to this class to give them more pre
the meeting of the Sea Explorers covers six acres of space in the huge Whitney, 19, of Camden, was de and processes of industry and that paration for the vocational pro
molished Sunday morning when it he is being given the opportunity to gram which many of them will elect
Wednesday night. They will de exhibition building.
rolled over on Lake avenue in Rock study and select from the trades their junior year.
scribe press camera and news re
According to Maurice Varney
Charles Rowling of Cedar street land. Occupants of the vehicle es and occupations of adult society
porting .
that which may help him to choose who is director of Trade and In
called at The Courier-Gazette of caped uninjured.
his life work more wisely.
S. Sgt. Lewis Tyler, recruiting fice this morning to correct the
dustrial Education, the industrial
Rockland firemen answered a
officer for the Marine Corps, will spelling of the name which ap
This year the industrial arts arts course includes four different
be at the Rockland Selective Ser peared in the Hurricane article as midnight call Sunday to a Maver classes illoved into the basement fields; woodworking, metal work
vice Wednesdays from 10 a. m. to Richard “Rowland." "The name ick street home where a neighbor level of the McLain building. This ing, electricity and transportation.
3 p. m.
should have been Rowling’ said reported having seen flames in a move was made necessary through Nine weeks of work in each area for
he, and how I know is because the front room. The flames proved to the expansion of the vocational the freshmen and sophomores; 18
The Junior Confirmation Class of Hurricane foreman was my grand be reflections from a pot type oil I trades program in the high school weeks of work in each of two areas
St. Peter’s Church will meet at 4 father.”
burning parlor heater which illum building, previous to this change the Junior year; 36 weeks of work in
o’clock Wednesday and Friday af
inated the room and gave the im the industrial arts classes were held one area the Senior year. This
ternoons. The adult class will meet
Mrs .James Dondis has received pression from the outside that the in the same shop as the vocational course, although not all inclusive,
Wednesday and Friday evenings at a telephone call from her son Q. room was ablaze.
classes which presented many prob gives the student and opportunity
7.30 at the Church.
M.C. lc Maurice U. Dondis telling
lems. These problems were over to discover for himself his interests
her of his arrival in Long Beach.
come and classes moved along with and aptitudes While exploratory in
CUSHING
The meeting of the Baptist Men’s
Calif., from a trip to Japan. She
Mrs. Gladys Davis, chairman of the best use of time that the situ nature the course also presents
League Thursday night will be one
also talked with another son Ernest the Red Cross drive announces the ation would allow.
challenges which drive him to seek
of special significance as it may acDondis who is living in Long Beach. quota for this town of $150, and
When the Fall term opened the more information about some trade.
termine the League's future exis
QMC lc Dondis was recalled to the her co-workers are Mrs. Kenneth space in the McLain building was The Rockland industrial arts
tence. The attendance has dropped
service on Dec. 8, 1950, and is at Sevon, Mrs. Alfred Orne, Mrs. Carl ready for shop equipment. Classes, course is seeking ta follow Mr
off so alarmingly the past year
tached to the USB. Severn.
recommendation
and
Young, Mrs. Reino Saastamoinen. of necessity, were very informal be Varney’s
that it has been found necessary
cause
it
meant
repairing
and
set

when
the
physical
arrangement
ol
Mrs.
James
Young
and
Mrs.
Robert
to take action. The guest speaker
Chickawaukie Council, Daughters
ting up benches, machines and the new laboratory is complete and
will be Edwin L. Donovan; his sub of Pocahontas met Monday night Laaka.
moving the many pieces oi equip various materials purchased, it is
ject, “The American Republican at GAR hall. Great Pocahontas.
Marie Fales has been a guest for
ment used in the industrial arts assured that the program can be
Form of Government."
several
days
of
her
grandparents,
Miss Gamage of South Bristol and
laboratory from the high school further improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dodge of
Cpl. Carlyle U. Brown, Jr., who other visitors were present. Re
building to the new shop. The boys
A definite system of testing tar
Friendship.
has been in the hospital at Camp freshments were served. Balloting
soon caught the spirit and seemed this type of work is planned. By
Members
of
Acorn
Sewing
Circle
Gordon, Ga., for a week with an on candidates at next meeting,
interested and anxious to work on means of aptitude tests, the in
were entertained Tuesday at din
eye infection, is now back on duty. March 26.
ner by Mrs. Bertha Jameson, Mrs. the many practical jobs which the structor may point the way to a
change made necessary.
student whose ability for some rea
Florence Burns, and Mrs. Annie
Peter
Edwards,
Limerock
street
Wanted!!
Your
redeemable
The classes were each assigned son does not show.
bottles! Your chapce to participate poultryman sustained injuries to a Doe of East Friendship, at the
While the industrial arts course
in this most worthy project. Save hand Saturday afternoon when a VFW hall. An excellent fish chowder to various jobs involving carpentry,
electricity, masonry, painting, metal is offered a.s an elective throughout
your bottles, paper, magazines, truck body on which he was work was served.
Mrs. Beverly Geyer who has been work, plumbing, and internal com all four years, it is required in the
cartons and scrap metals for the ing fell. He was treated at Knox
one and only Iron Lung Drive. Hospital, where he remained over a surgical patient at Knox Hos bustion engines. As all walls of the first two years in the vocational
classroom were of masonry the ted course. For this reason an attempt
Starts at 1 p. m. Sunday, April 1, the week-end, by Dr„ Robert Allen pital returned home Friday.
ious jig oi drilling was encountered is made to keep the requirements of
sponsored by Kiwanis Club. 31-lt and Dr. Charles D. North.
IN MEMORIAM
—this was tolerated by the class the course basic enough ta provide
In loving memory of my husband room teachers upstairs. This elec
A paper collection drive will be
BORN
a good foundation lor the more
Willis C. Kossuth who passed
conducted Sunday, 2 p. m., by the
trical group installed flourescent complex and technical procedures
Drinkwater—At Knox Hospital, away March 14. 1948.
40&8 and Sea Explorers. A good March 13. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter 31”lt
light fixtures, service outlets with of the Junior and Senior years.
Margaret Kossuth,
cause. Please leave paper on side H. Drinkwater, Jr., of Spruce Head,
external wiring. The carpentry
An effort is made by the in
IN MEMORIAM
walks.
31-32 a daughter.
group built tool storage panels,
Whitney—At Augusta, March —.
structor ta select the kind of job
In memory of Ellis C. Young, who
shelves and cut through a partition,
which will arouse the student’s in
Public baked bean supper, March to Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Whitney died March 14. 1949
built and set a door frame and
of
Edgecomb,
a
daughter
—
Althea
He
little
thought
when
leaving
terest to a point where he will de
13, I.O.OF Hall basement. Eastern Lily.
hung a door, built a finishing room
home,
velop himself. Each job being pro
Div. Rifle Club.
31 lt
Young — At
Columbus, Ohio, He would no more return.
bench and covered it with sheet
March 3, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward That he. in death, so soon would metal. Another group made an au gressive and involving new operSee the latest styles in Furs and Young, a son—William Richard.
: ations keeps the challenge before
sleep,
tomotive tool panel and arranged
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
And leave us here to mourn.
him. By rotating him through the
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
We did not know what pain he the tools efficiently for quick four shop areas, he receives suffi
DIED
1-tf
checking.
bore,
cient groundwork to enable him to
Baum—At .Rockland, March 11
We did not see him die,
These are but a few of the many
Joseph
Thomas
Baum
of
South
find himself, or ot least discover,
GAME PARTY
We
only
know
he
passed
away,
jobs of a practical nature that the
Thomaston, age 60 years. Funeral
that phase of shop work for which
And
could
not
say
good-bye.
EVERY FRIDAY
boys have willingly and enthusias
services Wednesday at 2 o'clock
His wife,
Mrs. Hazel Young,
he is the mast skillful.
At 1M P. M.
from the late residence. South
and carried
Thomaston.
31-lt tically undertaken
Students enrolled in this course
TCWER ROGM
Thomaston. Interment in South
through. Some very fine projects
community building
Thomaston. Visiting hours from
CARD OF THANKS
have been built and finished by the
losplcea Knights of Columbus
2 to 9 today (Tuesday) at the
The band parents wish to thank
1-tf Burpee Funeral Home.
everyone who helped every way to boys. These were built using the
make the card party and style best methods of design and con
struction and finished in a good
_
show such a success.
Band Parents’ Association,
workman-like manner. Miniature
Thomaston.
31-lt electric motors showing typical mo
ODR SERVICE PROVIDES:
tor construction and sheet metal
Professional Competence.
CARD OF THANKS
Personal attendance
|
I wish to extend my sincere jobs including soldering have been
CARL M. STILPHEN
thanks to Union Church Sunday done.
on family's requirements ;
LADY ASSISTANT
School for the beautiful flowers
One of the interesting units this
Modern Facilities.
sent me on my birthday. March 6. year has been the improvement of
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
also to the many friends and neigh
SERVICE
bors for the large number of cards the transportation area. With the
PHONE 701
which I received and have enjoyed new tools purchased the boys have
* CLAREMONT STREET
and appreciated.
the internal combustion engine,
ROCKLAND, ME,
Miss Either Robbins,
. 22 HB01 ST
MMiR it , fcSCAl MJ
bten able ta gam experience with
1-tf
Tit 111
•'©
TtL
Vinalhaven.
31-lt Several gasoline aircooled engines
TMOMASION
HO-KIANP ROCKFO»T
ID
FI}- anywhere in the world. outboard motors, and one 12-volt
Plane and Hotel Reservations and gas generator have been completely
tickets. Rockland Travel Bureau, overhauled. A sponsored film on
468 Main St. Tel. 563-R.
31tf this subject was an excellent visu-
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TALK OF THE TOWN

“MR. MODERATOR” VERY BUSY

A Complete Story On the Industrial Arts Many Towns Wrestle With Tax Problems—
Camden Has Its Largest Town Meeting
Courses; the Need For Them and the
Results Which Can Be Obtained

>

WORK PANTS

j®

TODAY WITH

i-tf

THE AMAZING!
6'/i-OUNCE

$75

AU Kinds Of
PANTS

k

HEAR BETTER

Ambulance Service

The prettiest shoes in
the world of fashion are

designed by Life Stride for your Easter

parading Trim, slim pumps, feminine sandals,
colorful casuals . you’ll find them all in

RADIONIC

HEARING AID

Complete • Ready to Wear

408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Choose your favorites for quality and style.

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

31-33

S7.95 to SS.95
—RED CROSS
—QUEEN QUALITY
—NATURAL BRIDGE
—LIFE STRIDE
—FASHION CRAFT

A. SANDLER

Position Wanted

"MINIATURE"

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.

this complete selection of spring footwear

PANTS

DRESS PANTS

TEI.S. “90—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Silk Screen Prints

PANTS

DhvisFunerhlHomes

BURPEE
Funeral Home

clerk. Lsabelle Abbott, re-elected;
constables, Philip Lonn. Charles
Smith, Clarence Leonard. Allen
Young, all re-elected.
The only controversy was on the
school committee. Grevis Payson’s
term expired, and he was not up
for re-election
Schuyler Hawes
ran in opposition to Charles Bur
gess, a close contest, with Hawes
the winner.
Total
appropriations
S46.056.
On Exhibition At the Art Will be very little, if any, change
Museum—Calder Mobiles in tax rate: $3560 voted for repairs
to schools $2400 Town Officers Sal
Also Loaned
aries; $1000. miscellaneous ex
An exhibition of 36 prints lrom penses; $650. street lights; fire pro
the National Sengraph Society has tection. $1000; roads and bridges
opened in the North Gallery of ta use with exercise tax monies.
Herman DeRo.uer of Waldoboro
tlie Farnsworth Museum, it was $1500; cutting bushes. $200: snow
wa fined $10 on charges of driving
announced today.
removal, $4000; town dump, $100; at 60 miles per hour on Camden
The prints are in the silk screen support of poor, $3000; support of
street. Gary Kenmston of Warren
medium, a graphic technique which schools, $21,000; schoolhouse re
was fined a like amount for op
has become most popular in both pairs, equipment, etc., set at $4560.
erating at 50 miles per hour on the
fine and commercial art circles in lowered to $3560; Vase Library.
same street. In Kennistan’s case,
recent years. 'The posters tar last $300; care of Common. $75; Memo
the fine was suspended.
year’s Lobster Festival were exe rial Day. $75; Interest, $350; Town
• • • •
cuted in this medium.) In the cur Cemeteries, $100; salar.es of Fire
Frank L. Reed of Camden, a bus
rent exhibition the brightly col Chief and two Fire Wards, $100, driver, was fined $10 and costs of
ored prints range in s-tyle from ex $25. $25; for a bulldozer to level $2.70 on charges that he drove the
treme realism to complete abstrac off banks on the side of the roads, 1 bus he was operat ng through the
tion and offers a survey of the $500.
red traffic light at the junction of
many approaches to contemporary
State Aid Road Construction, Main and Limerock streets. The
art in this country.
$1066: $750 to tar the Barrett HUI fine was suspended on payment of
The exhibition is particularly , road from Thorndike Corner as ' costs.
timely as a course in silk screen J far as the improved road goes or j
printing has been conducted by near the Mildred Merrifield place; moderator for the first time.
Francis Hamabe at the museum i $200 to excavate a water hole on
The same selectmen were elected:
during the Winter months.
the Southeast side ol Barrett Hill . Arthur Sprowl. first; Ella Simmons,
Artists interested
in learning road near the residence of Robert second and Otto Keen, third.
more concerning the Society may Russell, as a means of protection
The tax collector and treasurer
obtain literature at the museum.
for school property; $100. to see are the same. Rose Goldschmidt
On display simultaneously are the what sum of money the town will was elected town clerk and Floyd
three dimensional abstractions in vote to raise and appropriate to Gushee, town constable.
metal of Alexander Calder, known replace the cemetery trust fund ■ A total of >3.966 was appropriated
as "mobiles.” Most effective when now impounded; $1000 to replace for roads, >200 for Civil Defense and
in motion, these works have proved money expended from the Knowl- J $1000 for support of thc poor. The
highly influential on contemporary ton Fund, used in paying out school budget was increased this
design in many fields.
The
standing town notes for school year, $10,750 being voted.
Like many other modem artists house; $100 for public health nurs total of town appropriation was
Calder works with form for its own ing; $200 for the project of Civil $21,956. The tax rate is 85 mills.
sake but this unique contribution Defense; $50 to be paid State of
—By Ruby Chaples.
lies in combining abstract forms! Maine Publicity Bureau.
ST. GEORGE
with abstract
motion. Because
The large attendance was due
A quiet, but interesting town
many of the motions are suggestive
to article 28, to see if the town
meeting was held Monday. Whit
of the motions of nature the spec- i
tator will detect an underlying hu-I will vote to appropr ate and raise ney Wheeler of Augusta, who
by loan or otherwise the sum of served for several years in the past,
morous or occasional sinister note, j
$45,000 to construct additional j
was chosen moderator.
The Calder mobiles are leaned to |
class rooms to the present school
The selectmen, Henry Bryant,
the museum by the Margaret
building, and to provide needed ,
John Holley and Joseph Robinson,
Brown Gallery’, Boston.
school facilities. It was agreed to }
Jr., tax collector, Joseph Simmons,
pass It over, not to be given up, !
who has served for many years,
are interested and enthusiastic and
as there was talk of a Thompson
A close contest for town clerk
there are no disciplinary problems.
Memorial building. The school
In spite of the fact that there is committee is to work with the resulted in Alma Heal being chosen.
but one instructor for the four building committee, to make plans. The vote. Jessie Dunbar 122; Alma
Heal 124.
areas of instruction the students
—By Charlotte Hawes.
accept their work assignments with
The road appropriation was
APPLETON
one objective in mind—to produce,
$3100.
and in that production, to acquire
A very quiet Town meeting was
A cut of $1485 was voted in the
skills which some day may serve held Monday with a small attend school budget, making a total of
them well.
ance. Roland Gushee was chosen
(Continued on Page Six)
UNION

James Doman, moderator, re
elected; selectmen, assessors and
overseers of poor. E A Matthews.
J. E. Danforth. L. F Barker, all
re-elected; town treasurer. Arial
Leonard, re-elected: tax collector,
Doris M. Payson, re-elected; town

PANTS
PANTS
PANTS

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Capable man with business
management background wants
employment in Rockland or vici
nity. Familiar with automotive
and
building
trades, marine
overhaul, etc. Reasonable salary.
References.

TEL. 1399-M
30*32

And At Prices
THAT ARE RIGHT!

ECONOMY

Clothes Shop
k

435 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

a

In Municipal Court
Martin Cantor of Bangor was
fined $10 on charges of speeding at
60 miles per hour on Camden
street Friday by the court Saturday.
• • • •
Edwin Chase of 172 South Main
street, Rockland was fined $10 on
speeding charges which alleged 55
miles per hour on Camden street.
Complainants in both cases were
Rockland police.
• • • •
Monday morning. William Whitney of Camden was before the
court on charges of operating a
car without a driver’s license and
drunken driving. Both charges
were set ahead for trial ta Friday
morning to wait results of a blood
test taken following arrest. The
charges arose from an accident
early Sunday morning on Lake
avenue when a car operated by
Whitney is reported by police to
have left the highway and rolled
over in a field.

“SPORTSTERS”
Complete Spring Lines of
Children's Shoes Now In

Quality Shoe Shop
D. J. Chisholm, Prop.
310 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 593-M
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CHAPTER XVI

tainly the two of them knew she
had gone to make the try.”

•“Stop sparring and get down to
business,” Helen Bartell said im
patiently. "Who were these men
who attacked us, and what did

Frazer interrupted with a quiz
zical
glance
at
Helen
Bartell.
“Isn’t it the limit the way per
fume hangs around?” he inquired.
Helen ignored the remark, her
gaze on the Mexican as she asked.
“Do I understand that 1 had a gun
which held some sort of secret?”
"You have a gun," he corrected.
"I'm quite sure Mr. Frazer did not
recover it when he went to your
house this morning.”
“But he did. I . .

they want?"

‘•Pardon.’’ Gonzales was all po
liteness again. *‘I did but joust
with Senor Frazer. We go on with
business."

“By all means do.”
"Senor Kranz and I eame to
Mesa Verde to look after the in

terests of Vasquez. We drew cer
tain citizens into our ranks, notably
the deputy marshal In his position
he could be of great help to us
Soon, however, I began to suspect
Kranz. Some of the men he was
gathering around him were plain
cut-throats. I concluded that Kranz
had sold out to some other party,
probably Candino”

"Leaving only yourself and Deleplane loyal to good old Vasquez,”
Frazer murmured thoughtfully.
Gonzales nodded and Frazer felt
a quick thrill of satisfaction. The
man had ticketed himself. Helen
Bartell broke in, however, and his

thoughts shifted. For the moment
he had forgotten the fact that Delaplane had been making a definite

play for the blond girl.
"You mean Ed Delaplane was
working for Vasquez?’’
she de
manded incredulously.

Gonzales Explains His
Part in the Mystery
"Ot a certainty. We felt well
pleased to enlist his services He
was able to bring us much infor
mation direct from your father.”

"Then he simply used his visits
to me for ...?’’
“Certainly not.” Gonzales insist
ed.
his politeness more marked
than ever. "Visiting you gave him
the opportunity to speak with your
father, but I cannot believe that he
visited for that reason alone. No

man could be so blind."
Frazer chuckled dryly, amused
In spite of his perplexity at the
Mexican’s attitude. “I subscribe to
the
sentiment."
he
announced
firmly. “Drive on. Senor.”
"Very well. Soon I learned that
your government has sent a man
to investigate. Kranz learned of it,
but did not tell me. So I know that
he suspects me or does not want
me to know. I also notice then that
his friends leave Mesa Verde, but
I do not know until later that they
have
identified the
government
agent
and
are
watching
him.
Finally came the events of which
you know. The stage is held up and
a man is shot down, evidently be
cause he is a second government
agent. Shortly after that the first
agent is killed by one of Kranz’s
men. I notice that the killer lies
out there by the trail."
Frazer nodded grimly. “I stum
bled across him when I was trying
to get close to the rest of the crew.
We shot it out.”

"My congratulations," Gonzales
murmured, dismissing the matter
with a little shrug. “Then came
Snagg to town with word that the
government man had found some
thing,
evidently
the
munitions
which so many people wanted. It
was believed that he had written
the secret on a piece of paper
which he had concealed in a false
cartridge.”
"And now comes the merry-goround,” Frazer grunted
"Before
Snagg can pass the word to his
boss I have picked up the dead
man's gun and have gone out to
do some shooting, first at the
killer and a little later at a man
who has some ambitions about
shooting Miss Bartell."
Gonzales bowed. "Exactly. For
Kranz that is bad enough, but
what he does not know is that you
leave the gun with Miss Bartell.
No one knows about that. We
know that you are carrying two
guns. One you took from Gale, so
the other must be that of the
agent. It is not until later that we
know of the case of Ames. So ef
forts are made to get the gun from
you."
Helen Bartell's eyes were flash
ing now. For the first time she was
hearing enough of the story so that
she could piece together the ele
ments which had left her so com
pletely
puzzled. Frazer realized
her mood and put in a leading
question. “Did you have anything
to do with any of those attempts,
Senor?"
Gonzales shook his
head. "I
planned lt another way," he said
with
a smile. "Delaplane tried
first on his own account when he
attempted the seizure in the bar.
It was Delaplane again who sent
the red-haired girl to your room.
That time 1 think he was working
under the orders of Kranz. Cer-

SOCIAL ITEMS
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”1 am sorry I must disagree. It
became clear that the weapon must
be in your possession. That is why
Kranz sent men to take it from you
—by force, if necessary "
Frazer tried to catch Wenslow's
eye. For the first time there was
■ nettling other than extreme cour

tesy in the Mexican's tone The old
man was staring interestedly, how
ever, and missed the signal. By that
time it was too late. Gonzales hud
pulled a gun and was sitting there
holding it in his lap. most of the
smile gone from his lips.

"You will please to hand me that
gun,” he ordered briskly. “If it
will make you feel any better I can
tell you that I do not propose to use
the information for any purposes
but a good one. The Mexican gov
ernment will merely take steps to
protect itself.’’
“But I don’t have the gun," Helen
protested. “I returned It to Mr.
Frazer early this morning."
“That’s
correct,”
Frazer
af
firmed. "You met me on my second
visit. I took the gun away earlier."
The Mexican’s gun swung a little,
subtly threatening the man on the
couch.

V

1

1- I

Gonzales shook his head. “I
planned it another way,” he
said with a smile.
Frazer shook his head, making no
other move. "You're crazy if you
think this is getting you anywhere,
Gonzales. I won't. .
“He can’t tell you anything,”
Helen broke in. "He’s just taking
your attention away from me. When
I returned that gun to him there was
a fresh set of cartridges in It. He
didn’t get any such dummy shell
as you're talking about.”
Gonzales started, then settled
back a little grimly. “Then we start
over," he said. "It was you who
found the message from the gov
ernment man’’’

Frazer Lures Mexican
Into Leaving Ranch
"Slow down, mister,” she ad
vised, her voice completely cool
now that she had taken the center
of the stage "You’re jumping at
conclusions. I haven't seen any mes
sage.

"I looked at the gun shortly after
lt was given to me—for my protec
tion. It seemed rather odd that 1
should have been provided with such
a lame weapon. It contained one
bullet, four empty cases and a shell
which held a bullet, but whose prim
er was dented. For safety's sake I
threw out all of the old loads and
put in five brand new shells.”
"And you didn’t open the one
with the dented primer?" Gonzales
asked.

>ell Wellman's to extinguish an
automobile fire. The car was a
complete loss.
Miss Mary Gaffney and friends
of Somerville, Mass., called at the
home of George Palmer, South
Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Brown and
two children Eilly and Gail of Ar
lington. Mass.,
were week-end
guests uf Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hil
ton.
Mrs Reta Babcock, Mrs Betty
Thomas, Mrs. Frances Gross, Mrs.
Helene Dow and Mrs. Bertha Irving
attended the iierformance of Verdi
Requiem in Boston Sunday.

WARREN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Tel.
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The rank of Page will be con
Mr and Mrs. Alexander Hardie.
ferred tonight (Tuesday) by the
and family are spending a week
Georges River K. of P.
I with her parents in Eastport.
Relatives and friends are send
Mrs. Nina Fuller spent Friday
ing a postcard shower this week to
■ and Saturday with Mrs. Josephine
Mrs Maurice Hahn, Gardiner Gen
Skillins, Portland.
eral Hospital. Gardiner. Maine.
There will be a regular meeting j
is still time.”
Boy Scout Troop 224, of this town
of Seven Tree Grange Wednesday ,
Frazer grinned thinly at the girl
will conduct a scrap paper drive
night.
when the little Mexican was out of
for a three month period, starting
The Blueberry Association will
hearing "Cute sense of humor that
the last of this month and continu
hombre has,” he commented. "1 ! meet at the Town Hall Thursday.
WEST ROCKPORT
ing through April and May. on the
wonder if he was telling us the Dinner served at noon by the Star
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club ap last of each of the three months.
truth when he said he was working
Circle.
preciates very' much the co-opera
for the Mex government?"
Several Warren friends of Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Williams tion of the Mount Pleasant Grange
“Would it make any difference?”
and family are located in Balti in mving them the opportunity to Maurice Hahn have visited her at
she asked anxiously.
more, where Mr Williams has em perform at their meeting during the Gardiner Hospital in Gardiner
"Not too much. I did a little gar
ployment at Glen Martin Air Craft. National 4-H Club week (March 3 the past several days, among them,
bage can searching myself this
Mr and Mrs. George Stevens, Mrs
Community Club will meet to to 11).
morning.”
William Stanford and Mr. and Mrs.
Helen Bartell sat down sud- night at the Club rooms at 8 o’clock.
The 4-H'ers held a model business Clarence Spear. Mr. Hahn is home
d e n 1 y in a big armchair.
Her Guest speaker will be Curtis Paymeeting,
a demonstration on “How from Gardiner for a few days. It
short laugh indicated that the ten son. Hostesses are Mrs. Edna Mc
sion of the moment was over, but Kinley. Mrs.
Doris Payson, Mrs. to Measure" by Bernice Grey and is expected that Mrs. Hahn may be
There was also able to come home within the next
its tones warned that she was far Myrtie Messer and Mrs. Virginia Evelyn Douglas.
from satisfied about many things.
an exhibit consisting of ginger week.
McElwee.
Her glance at Dan was distinctly
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton en bread. muffins and various articles Mystery Circle will meet the
severe as she demanded, "Who per
63 Club" at dinner from the girls sewing projects. The evening of March 19 with Mrs.
mitted you to rummage around in tertained the
project was concluded with piano
our garbage? Surely my father was Saturday night. Honors were won
George Stevens.
n't helping anyone to find a betray by Mr. and Mrs. Lucius
Barker, selections by Barbara Thorndike
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs, Mr
al of his secret.”
Mrs. B H. Nichol- and Earl Butler. and Carole Lunden. County Agent, and Mrs. Maurice Lermond. and
Loana
Shibles,
was
present.
There was a giggle gnawing at
Mr. and Mrs Ivan Sherman ol
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock were in
the edge of Helen's severe comment
Mrs William Bragg, Jr., has re
Orono were Saturday night guests
Portland Friday. Mrs. Overlock re
about burglary being burglary and
turned from Georgia where she has
of Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson.
mained ovenight, and attended
he decided that he had adopted the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowles ot been since early December with her the Daughters of the American
correct approach. Apparently WensWindham were guests Thursday ol husband who is stationed there Colonists Convention held at the
low felt the same way about it, tor
with a National Guard unit. He
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton.
he stood up suddenly, fumbling
Eastland Hotel
expects
to be moved to a new loca
Mrs.
Robert
Leonard
underwent
with his hat and winking elaborate
Obligation night will be observed
tion
soon.
At
present
Lois
is
stay

ly at Frazer. "I reckon 1 oughta git an appendectomy at Knox Hospital'
Friday
night by Ivy Chapter, OE.S.
ing with Mr. Bragg’s parents, Mr.
out there and see what's what," he Saturday.
Committees for the stated meeting
suggested.
and
Mrs
William
Bragg,
Sr.
Mr. and Mr Oscar Sorsa arrived
are, Mrs. Lina Smith, entertain
“And look the bodies over,” Fraz at their farm Thursday night after
Russell Akeley, Massey Harris
ment; and Mrs. Janet Wiley, Mrs.
er called after him. “We might
a six weeks vacation at Port Worth. tractor man at the Maine Blue
Leola Wiley and Mrs. Verna Wiley,
learn something.”
Florida
berry Growers, has returned from
refreshments.
The girl shuddered at mention of
Wisconsin where he attended a
the dead men. “It doesn’t seem
The Woman’s Club Study Unit
meeting for Massey Harris repre
possible that I've been living through
will meet Thursday afternoon with
sentatives He won first prize for
such a nightmare,” she said in a
Mrs. Alena Starrett. Mrs. C. E. Ov
troubled voice. “Even when they
selling the most tractors, and ex
erlock will tell of the organization
MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
were shooting into this house I did
cellence in demonstration Several
of Daughters of American Colon
Correspondent
n’t realize what it all meant. Men
other prizes were awarded him be
ists, and the last Convention held
have been dying—and all because
cause of this recognition.
Telephone 240
my father had a scheme that he
Friday at the Eastland Hotel In
thought lt was a good Idea."
The Tuesday Club met last week Portland.
“Don’t worry about lt. Lots of
Mr. and Mis. Clyde Bartlett and with Mrs. Harvey Lunden. This
The Congregational Brotherhood
men have cooked up nice sounding son of
Portland were week-end week Mrs. Elmer Merrifield will be will meet Thursday night for sup
schemes that have caused plenty guests of her parents. Mr and Mrs.
the hostess.
per and program, at the chapel.
of grief for their friends and neigh
Floyd Steele.
Mrs. Martha Kalloch has been
bors. Maybe we can shut this one
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest and
NORTH SEARSMONT
guest of Mrs. Isa Teague. Also re
off before it gets too bad."
son David have returned home al
•How?”
Richard Merriam, accompanied cent guests of Mrs. Teague were,
"I don’t know yet.
I’m hoping ter -pending a few days in Mass by his brother Herman and nephew Mr. and Mrs. Norman Whitehill
we’ll have time to spike the thing achusetts.
Fred of Belfast were called to Bos and family of Thomaston, and Mr.
before the worst can happen. For
Mrs. Franklin Randolph has re ton by the sudden illness of Mrs and Mrs Arnold Teague and fam
the present your father and his turned to her home on Jefferson
Linda Merriam Gray. Richard and ily of Trevett.
friends are holding up any final
street after being a patient at the Fred returned home Monday. Mrs
It was inadvertently omitted in
movements, probably because they
have gotten wind of these cross cur I Osteopathic Hospital. Bangor.
Gray's condition was still critical. the account of the 86th birthday
Mr. and Mrs. George Palmer, Jr.,,
rents of treachery. If the delay con
Word has been received that she is anniversaries of Mr. and Mrs
tinues—and if no one gets the infor ! were Sunday guests of Mr.
and:
a little stronger. She is a sister of | Thomas J. Carroll at East Warren,
mation that was in the gun—we Mrs. Alden Jones in Randolph.
that Mrs. George Mank of West
Richard and Herbert Merriam.
have a chance to block the game "
Early Monday morning the local
Rockport
favored with several vo
A pink and blue shower was held
fire department was called to Ruscal selections.
Frazer Reveals Guns
at the home of Mrs Hazel Lucas
Wednesday night with Mrs. Margie
Are Stored in Mine
with a good prospect of a battle Wales as honor guest.
A prettily cerebral hemorrhage about six
"Where is the message that the
between them being fought on this
decorated
bassinet
of
pink
and blue weeks ago and is still in a very
gun held?”
side of the line. That will mean loot
crepe
paper
held
many
lovely
gifts critical condition.
“In my pocket.” He grinned wry
ing. pillage and general murder,
Delicious refreshments of assorted ! For social Items m The Courierly. "Just imagine how our friend
particularly if Candino wins.”
Gonzales would feel If lie knew how
She shuddered, apparently recog cakes, sandwiches and punch were ! Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tf
he’s been hornswoggled.”
nizing the dangers of having such served and the evening was spent
She was not to be diverted. “What
a mob unleashed in the territory, socially. Those present were Mrs
was the message?”
WANTED
Frazer followed his point up quick Rita Reynolds of Camden, Mrs
He pointed to the coat which had
ly. "The only wonder is that they ,
Velma
Brodeen,
Mrs
Earl
Davis
of
WOMAN wanted as housekeeper
been taken off him when the band
haven't tried it before this.
I'd !
Unity. Mrs. Stephen Cross. Free and attendant for sick person.
aging began. "Look in one of the
guess that they’ve been holding off
pockets of that. I don't remember
for more definite information—but dom. Mrs. Lewis Tyler, Freedom, Write MRS EVA DAVIS, Pleasant
Point. Cushing. Me.
31 '33
which one.”
now they'll be likely to take the Evelyn Lucas, Judy Bagley, Louise
PORTABLE Typewriter, in good
gamble. We've got to move now." Tenney. Florence Tenney, Carrie
She colored a little as she fol
HELEN CARlowed directions and he grinned in
"But what can we do? What can Cross, Frances Bartlett, Margaret condition, wanted.
ROLL. Tel. 6-12, Warren. 31-33
appreciation of her thoughts. "Bad
you do? You can’t ride a horse Brown, Mattie Hoak. Irene Mehurhabit to get you in,” he commented
SHEARS wanted,
to
‘.harper,
while you have that hole in your
en. Doris Mehuren and family and GEORGE FRISBEE. 4 Green St.
"I never did approve of wives going
side.”
Bessie Maddocks.
through their husbands’ pockets.”
Tel. Thomaston 252-11.
31-33
“Don't worry about me. I'm go-,
Mr and Mrs. Richard Merriam
She turned it off neatly enough.
ing to that mine if our friend here ;
INFANTS or Children, wanted, to
“Some day perhaps some man will
will show me the way. After we get were in Ellsworth and Hancock care for at
my home.
RETA
hate you for starting me in the
Thursday to call on Charles Bunker, GREY, 4 School St.. Rockport. Tel.
there we'll work out a plan."
wrong direction,” she agreed.
31’33
Wenslow and the girl did not waste aged uncle of Mrs. Merriam. Mrs. Camden 2620.
Wenslow found them smiling but
any time in getting ready. By mid Bunker is a patient at the Ells
REAL
ESTATE
WANTED
grim when he returned. He con
afternoon the horses were brought worth hospital as she suffered a
Three one-family, three or four
cluded that they must have reached
around and Frazer braced himself
bedroom, modern dwellings, situat
some rather amicable agreements,
for the effort of mounting. Every
ed between Masonic, Talbot Ave
but that both of them were ready
movement brought waves of pain
nue and Union Streets.
MISCELLANEOUS
to recognize the seriousness of the
almost nauseated him, and he knew
FRANK A. WHEELER.
situation at hand.
OPPORTUNITY
for
retired
Man
that the jolting ride would probably
General Insurance-Real Estate
"I put all the broncs in the cor
between
45
and
66.
Add
to
pres

cause a dangerous loss of blood.
Brokerage; 21 No. Main St. Tel.
ral," he reported. “There wasn't
Still he made light of his injury, ent income by being INDEPEND 830.
28-T-31
nothin' on any o' the dead hombres
keeping a stern grin on his face as ENT IN OWN BUSINESS, servic
WANTED
that was much good. Just guns. I
he climbed stiffly into the saddle ing Rural customers with necessi
OLD Picture Frames, Books, all
Car only investment. Write
brung them along—with the car
and nodded to the old prospector. ties.
WATKINS COMPANY, Box 367R. kinds of old Furniture, Dishes, forty
tridge belts. What's the next step?"
ITO BE CONTINUED)
Copyright. 1947 but - - i.-Vleran
Dept. TP, Newark, N. J.
28‘T*37 years and' older. Lamps, Wooden
Frazer nodded. “Do you know
Settees, old Patchwork Quilts,
where the Little Bear mine is lo
Braided and Hooked Rugs. Address
cated?"
P. O. BOX 773, Rockland, Me or
“Sure. It's a dead duck though.
Phone 392-M, Rockland.
30tf

Ain't been anything good cornin'
outa there since the first vein
petered out.”
“What were worried about is
something dangerous coming out
of it,” Frazer told him. “It seems
pretty certain that the Little Bear
is where those filibuster guns are
stored. We've got to take some step
to make sure that they don't come
out. If they do. they'll almost cer
tainly get into the wrong hands—
"Of course not. I never thought
and then we'll have a bloody mess
of such a thing as it's being a hid
around here."
ing place for anything. I simply sup
"How do ye figure that? Couldn't
posed the former owner of the weap
they work out for somethin’ use
on had carried a dead shell under
ful?”
the hammer Instead of leaving that
“You heard the talk with Gon
chamber empty the way most peo
zales.” Frazer said, a bit impatient
ple do. I simply threw it away.”
ly. “Everything he said was true—
"Where?" The word almost ex
unless it was the part about his
ploded.
interest In the deal. It Bartell gives
"In the kitchen garbage can. I the word to go ahead we'll have a
put the unfired shell into a box with filibuster army marching on the
some other odd bullets, but the four border.
Either one of two things
empties and the dummy went into will happen. They'll run into Mexi
the refuse."
can regulars and there will be an
"So that's what happened"’ Fra- I International scramble. Or they’ll
zer exclaimed. "No wonder 1 could get the Vasquez double-cross and
n't figure out what you did with the there'll be • a massacre. One way
or another Mesa Verde will lose a
confounded thing.”
Evidently he made the remark I lot of merrand gain exactly nothing
convincing At any rate Gonzales in return.
"If Bartell's men don't get the
stood up promptly, putting his gun
away. ' That is all 1 need to know,” ' munitions out first, but somebody
he announcedForgive me if I else learns the secret, we'll have
bid you atLos rather hastily. There an even worse mess. There'll be a
race between Candino and Vasquez

WALDOBORO

Collision-Damaged Cars Made New!
Let Us Give You a Free Estimate on
BODY AND FENDER WORK
For Your Car

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
OLDS, CADILLAC

WINTER ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 889

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this col’iwn not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small

words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR

as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HOUSEHOLD Furnishings for
salt: Maple Set. two chairs and
couch. $50; Maple Set, four chairand table, $30; White Chest of
Drawers, $15; Electric Camp Stove.
$10; Metal Closet, $10; 14 ft. Hall
Mirror, $10; Metal Step Lad
der,-stool, $5; five Broadloom
Scatter Rugs, $2 to $5; Desks. $5;
Curtain Stretcher. $2; Baby Bathinette, $8; Play Pen. $4 and Baby
Walker. $2 TEL. 1408
31 and Sat 33

AIR-COOLED Motor for sale,
also front wheel bike Motor. ROB
ERT CURTIS, rear Studley Furniture Store._________________ 31*33

CEDAR Chest. Large What-not.
Coffee Table. End Table. Unpaint
ed Table, Black Stove Pipe and Oi’.
Drum, for sale. TEL.. Thomaston
240-11.
31’33
GIRL'S Summer Coat for sale,
blue check, size 6x, $4; also
Baby High Chair, $2; 5 h.p. John
son Outboard Motor. $50; ^GLEA
SON ST. Thomaston.
30‘32

TO LET
UNFURNISHED Apt. of five
rooms to let on second floor. Hot
water furnished. Oil heat. Adults
only. THL. 178-M.__________ 31'33
ROOM to let at 97 Union St.
TEL. 970-M.
30tf
“FIVE-ROCM Ap' to let. Partly
heated. Sun Porch. TEL. 217-M.
29 31
RENT our Fioor Sanding Ma
chines. Do the job yourself. We
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD
WARE Tel. 20. Thomaston.
30tf
UPSTAIRS”Flat to let; 16 Knox
St., Thomaston. H. A. MARR.
29*31
FOUR-Room downstairs Apt. to
let with flush and shower; also
five-room upstairs Apt. with flush.
Apply at 235 MAIN ST.
29-31
FURNISHED Apartment of two
rooms to let. Electric kitchen, hot
water. Heat and electricity fur
nished. Call at 67 TALBOT AVE.
29-31
ROOM and Board to let. MRS.
JOHN GRIFFIN, 150 Main St..
Thomaston.________________ 28-33
HEATED five-room Apartment
(unfurnished) to let. TEL. 402.
29tf
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt.,
to let, hot and cold water furnished.
Applv BICKNELL'S HDWRE.

2«tf
26tf

SANDING Machine and polisher
to let
Inquire at SEA COAST
PAINT CO , 440 Main St.
2tf
SIX Rooms and bath, unfur
nished Apartment to let. Adults
only. TEL. 147-W. after 5 p. m.
16tf
SMALL Furnished Apartments to
let. Apply In person. 11 JAMES
8t.
129tf
HEATED and ’inheated furnished
Apts., to let.

V F STUDLEY, 77

Park St. Tel*. 8060 or 1234
ltf
ROOMS. Board by day or week
WEBBER H TNN Tai jao , Thoiu-

Ot/'*

LOST AND FOUND
SMALL Boat found six miles
southwest of Matinicus Rock. IVAN
PHILBROOK, Matinicus.
31 33
FEMALE Fox Hound lost Bluctick. Call Wadsworth's Store. Ap
pleton 5-19. CLARENCE AMES.
29*31

EGGS & CHICKS

CLEMENTS New Hampshires
and White Rocks are excellent for
hatching egg and broiler meat pro
ducers. Bred for extra stamina,
abundant vigor, good meat quality.
Maine-U. S. Approved, Pullorum
Clean Also available—Reds. RedRock (Sex-Link) Pullets, Barred
Crosses. Older now—write CLEM
ENTS BROS. FARMS. Route 33.
Winterport, Me.
(D)
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale? 25c
MASON WORK WANTED
Specializing in Fireplaces and Chim each, from championship stock,
Approved, Pullorum
ney Topping; also Plastering and Maine-U S
clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels
Miscellaneous Masonry.
5c each. BYRON MILLS. WaldoALMON T. STICKNEY
29*31
20 Gould Street,
Camden. Maine | boroboro. Tel. 51-3.
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
Tel. Lincolnville 10-11
28*T*37 straight-run chicks from Pullorum
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. TeL clean U. S approved stock, for
sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS. Dutch
EARL SHELDON, 111, Warren.
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23 Wal___________________________ 28tf ! doboro.
4-tf
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel
1690 EVA AMES__________ 28'33
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
pers, books, magazines, corrugat
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
AVE., City._________________ 147tf
LOGS wanted—Spruce, Pine and
I have a remarkable Oppor
Hemlock. For Fall and Winter de
livery. Highest cash prices PASStunity-Bay for an ambitions
MORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
person at low price—A retail
2330.______________________ 128-tf
TOP prices paid for all kinds of business, good volume, excellent
Junk iron, steel, metals, batteries
and rags MORRIS GORDON * location. Must srIL
SON, I T St Tel. 123-W.
12tf
ANTIQUES, Glass China, Fumlture. old Paintings, etc., wanted.
WEST FARM AGENCY.
CARL E FREEMAN. Glen Cove
INC.
Tel Rockland 103
W

UNUSUAL BUY!

WASHING Machine ana Wrinse:

Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
liver. Tel. #77, Rockland. BITLER
OAR * BOMB BUPPLT
M

and ne book

Charle* E. King, Rep.

Phone Camden 8537
1-T-tf

HEAVY Bain Door for sale.
9 ft.xll ft. 8 in., made of matched
boards. Complete with wheels and
track. IEL. Camden 660. 31*33
KITCHEN Range, ABC oil
er for sale; also 3-burner Oil
and oven 18“xl8" buffet,
sink. TEL. 1535.

burn
Stove
white
31‘33

A

limited stock of chrome steel
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
Order now before 25% tax goes on.
Service. Supplies and Used Cleaners
CALL ELECTROLUX
Rockland 269-R

*

30*32
WILLYS Jeep, 1947. for sale;
metal top and heater. May be seen
at 2 Gleason St., Thomaston or
TEL. 115-11.
31*33

26-FOOT Oak Boat for sale,
Model A engine. 2 small engines,
3 4 h.p. CHARLES BURKE, Spruce
Head.
30*32
“DINING-ROOM Buffet, China
Closet and Table and Chairs for
sale, in Rockland. TEL. Camden
2184.
30*32

“trailer’for

sale

EOX Type, oak frame, good tires,
complete with trailer hitch; also
good Black Iron Kitchen Stove,
with hot water coil, reasonable.
Inquire HARBOR VIEW MAR
KET. 724 Main St., or Call 392-M,
Rockland.
30-tf

QUALITY FUEL OILS
Range, Fuel

and

Motor Oils and
Cities Service

Diesel Oils,

Greases,

Gasoline

THURSTON PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS CO.
THURSTON'S WHARF
30 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL.
ROCKLAND, ME,

33#
1-tf

POOLE Upright Piano for sale;
best for home use; 27 ELM ST.
_________ 29tf
HAY for sale; baled or loose.
CHESTER WOTTON, Cushing.
Tel. Thomaston 112-22.
29*31
LOBSTER Boat Hauler for sale.
Complete. TEL. 375-M2.
29*31
THREE City Homes for sale. One
with 12 acres of land. V. F. STUD
29tf
LEY. Rockland. Tel. 1234.
TWO Outside Windows, storm
sash for' sale.
Sizes 624x42’
and 624 "x30”. Like new. PHONE
1593 or call at 15 Granite St.
28*33
30 TONS Good Baled Hay for
sale. Will let it go for $20 per ton
as we need the space. Call JACK
DODGE at Rockland 8091 or
157-W3.
_________ l*tf
“SEVEN-ROOM House with bath,
for sale Inquire 41 ADMONtEM
AVE. No Information by phone.
145tf

<1

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND,
TEL. 202-W

ME.
1-tt

DOUBLE Tenement Houae at 57
Gleason St, Thomaston, for Mb;
about an acre of land and small
bam If you need * bou,
this Is a fine Investment, Contact
H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
5-28
______________
Titf
FOR SALE—Have a few used
White Oil and Gas Combination
Stoves, Some Blaek Stoves, with OU
Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
Freeze. Electric Washers, and Elec
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
cheap. If you are looking for some
used stuff, we have lt at prices you
can afford to pay I also have •
reasonably-priced Farms that I
will seU. Whatever you need, see
Kaler.
HAROLD B
KALER,
Washington, Me. Tel. 8-M. Open
385 days every year.
40tf
WE have some reasonably-priced
used cars for sale. If you do not
want to buy one, perhaps you have
ong to sell. We buy. and sell, do
some horse trading, sell on time
payments, In fact we do anything
to please. HAROLD B. KAT.ICR
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. National
Shawmut Bank of Poston Plnanaa

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER

Walks, Step*, Pests, Ftreplaeea,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estimate*
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successor* to John Mee
han A Son), Clark Island, Me,
Tel. Rockland tl-Wl er
Vi
Barber M-1S.
H-M

T—

4

YbesBay-1 WursBay-TlTOrt^
VINALHAVEN
MRS ALLIE LANS
Correspondent

Telephone 85
A public installation of the offi
cers of Atlantic Chapter No. 40 was
held at Masonic Hall Thursday
i night with Past Grand High Priest
Adin L. Hopkins of Camden as in
stalling officer, assisted by P. H. P.
George Lawry as Grand Captain of
Host and Comp. Howard E. Mc
Farland as Grand Chaplain. The
following officers were installed:
Curtis M. Webster, H P : Ambrose
A. Peterson, K; Richard A. Wil
liams. S.; Howard McFarland,
Chap.: Albert E. Carver, Treas.;
Charles L. Boman, Sec.: George A.
Lawry, C. of H ; Leo W. Lane, P. S.;
Orrin V. Drew, R. A. C.; Alton E.
Libby M 3rd V.; Clinton K. Smith,
M. 2d V.; Carl B. Williams, M. lst
V.; Andrew C. Gilchrest, Steward:
F. Bruce Grindle, Steward; James
H. Roberts, Sentinel. After the in
stallation ceremonies refreshments
were served followed by a dance in
the banquet hall.
Thomas E. Bergman of Beverly,
Mass., was guest last week of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Poole.
Miss Harriet Vinal who has been
spending a vacation of two weeks
here with her sisters, Mrs. Mildred
Hopkins and Mrs. Nellie Marston
returned Thursday to Natick, Mass.
The Farm Bureau met Friday
night at the GAR rooms. A scallop
chowder was served by the host
esses, Mrs. Margie Chilles, Mrs.
Beth Webster. Mrs. Charlotte Bur
gess and Mrs. Rita Arey. Supper
was followed by the meeting. Miss
Constance Cooper, Home Demon
stration Agent, was present and
gave a very interesting and en
lightening talk on the subject,
“Know the Foods You Buy."
Mrs. Muriel Osgood returned Friday from Rockland, where she was
guest of her mother, Mrs. Emma

Nickerson.
The Washington Club was en-
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tertained Saturday night by Mrs.
George Newbert, the occasion being
a special one as it marked the 51st
wedding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. Newbert. A chicken supper
was served, and the evening de
voted to playing canasta Mr and
Mrs. Newbert received a shower of
cards
Alex Bruce and daughter. Miss
Lucille, were visitors at Rockland
Friday.
Mrs. Albert Osgood and son Al
fred returned Saturday from Rock
land where Alfred has been a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Annual Inspection of De Valois
Commandery No. 16, K.T. w-as held
Friday night March 9 at Masonic
Hail by inspection officers from
Belfast, Em. Sir Alton Johnson,
Grand Captain General of the
Grand Commandery of Maine and
Em. Sir Howard L. Tibbetts as
Grand Warder. The Order of Malta
was conferred upon Comp. Alton E
Libby. Following the meeting a
lobster supper was served.
The weekly Church Night service
at Union Church will be held Wed
nesday night in the Church vestryunder the direction of the School
Committee, Mrs. Ethel Doughty,
Mrs. Mary Miller, Mrs. Isabelle
Calderwood. Mrs. Dorothy Melin.
Mrs. Ellen Conway and Mrs. Olga
Carleton.
Honoring her birthday Mrs. Mar
gie Chilles entertained the Ten
O’clock Tea Club Wednesday after
noon at her home on Atlantic ave
nue, for a delightful social after
noon.
Mrs. Chilles received a
large number of nice gifts and cards
from friends here and in other
places. She also received flowers
from her daughters, Mrs. Evelyn
Patrick and Miss Muriel Chilles,
and a beautifully decorated birth
day cake from Mrs. Vera Johnson,
Rockland; also one from her grand
daughter, Mrs. Priscilla Rosen
Thursday Mrs. Chilles and daugh
ter Muriel were entertained at din
ner by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle
and
Chilles received a fine gift

Wymie Whacked ’Em

NORTH HAVEN

And Worms Move Upward a
Notch—Pirates Regain
Lost Ground

MRS BARBARA AD.AMS
Correspondent

BETWEEN TAFT AND EISENHOWER
Lies the Republican Nomination For Presi
dent Margaret Chase Smith Thinks

Telephone 75-13
Wymies’ Worms inched upward
another notch toward the top when At the meeting of the Unity Guild
they took the Pirates over Monday held Tuesday, March 6. a greeting
night by the margin of 80 pins, due of welcome was given to the presiAs February closed the official
in great measure by the fine bowl- dent. Mrs. Maud Simpson, who has pace of Congress shifted into a
ing of Captain Wymie, himself, been absent during the Winter. A faster tempo. Thus far most of
ably supported by Doc Rae who has very attractive table was set in the the Congressional action has been
been turning in better than average South room of the Guild parlors. speechmaking on the Floors of the
score of late.
including sandwiches, cookies, olives, t House and Senate.
Each team had a substitute in Jelly and candy. The group was j Most important part of the legisthe line-up. Young subbing for Doc led in the south room by the presi- | jatjn? has been done in the comMills who was in conference on the dent and a song of welcome was
hearings. Perhaps the hearlobster laws, and Haskell for sung with Rev. Merriam as leader. jn?s that attracte(i most of the atShields, who had to stay home for Praver was given by the pastor and tentiOn were those of the combined
the lack of a baby sitter.
Mrs. Donald Witherspoon, assisted pOreign Relations and Armed SerAfter the first string which the by Mrs. Merriam and Julia Bev- vices Committees over the question
Worms won by 51 pins there did «rase. served the refreshments. A of sending American troops overseas
not seem to be any doubt how the most enjoyable afternoon was spent, to Western Europe. That is where
match would come out, but a fillip
Rcokland visitors on Friday were the headliners of the nation have
of interest was given to the game i Mr- anc* Mrs. Elmer Joy, Mr. and been testifying and that is where
when the second string was a tie Mrs. Robert Smith. Mrs. Ida Haskell, the American public has centered
making the third string a twopoint Mr. and Mrs. Donald Witherspoon, most of its attention because the
contest and if the Pirates could Frank Waterman. Eda Leadbetter, final decision will most directly af
fect not only the boys to be sent
overcome that 51 pin lead it meant Rose Marie Baird.
Mr. and Mrs. James Van Twisk over but every’ one of us in the cal
three points lor them. However
Captain Wymie smashed out a 117 who have been spending a few culated risks of war and efforts for
string in this last effort and the weeks at their Crabtree Point cot peace that are involved.
• • • •
Worms won easily by 29 pins, giv tage. returned on Tuesday to West
The Armed Services Committees
ing them a clean sweep of the Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Blanche Harkinson has been of both the House and Senate have
match and four points.
Worms—Grimes 235, Rae 297. visiting her mother, Mrs. H. J. drawn the spotlight with their
Crockett during the past week.
hearings on the draft and the con
Young for Mills 263. Sanborn 258.
Mr. and Mrs. Elston Beverage troversial question of whether 18Wymie 319. total 1372.
Pirates—Bickford 259, Loveless and J. F. Dyer are in New York for year-olds should be drafted or not.
My guess is that they will not. The
246. Anderson 255, Peterson 258. a brief stay and will attend the
most probable compromise that
annual
flower
show.
Haskell for Shields 274, total 1292.
looms now is to split the difference
Ducks Not Invincible
they might still have a chance, but in the age and draft the 18*-i -yearThe Pirates regained some of even Don’s big 135 string could olds and require that they be given
their lost ground Wednesday night not turn the tide, although it en six months training and not be sent
however, when they over-ran the abled the Ducks to take the last out in combat units until they have
lead-leading Ducks by 51 pins and and earn one point. Don's three reached the age of 19.
showed that the Ducks are far from string total was not impressive but
Political fireworks erupted in
invincible. It was a combination of that 135 is the best single string other committee hearings. The Ful
unforseen circumstances however for a leng time, and if everybody bright Subcommittee investigating
that had a great deal to do with else on his team had not fallen improper influence and favoritism
the defeat of the Ducks and they down while he was making his in the R. F. C. started scorching
admit to no more of the same.
might effort the story might have the Truman Administration. But
All the “lead off" class substi been different.
this was a fight between Demotutes being out of town the Pirates
Duck-—Holgerson 199, Drew 247. crats and the Republicans were
jpor ^jai items in The Courier- were allowed a choice from the Sanborn for Nelson 257, Poole 305, making the political gains as the
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf outside and they were certainly Ducky 300, totals 1308.
Democrats in Congress began ex
Pirates—Davis for Bickford 275, posing the Democrats in the White
fortunate in their choice of “Hinky
Davis who turned in a nice 275 Loveless 280, Anderson 265, Peter House and the R. F. C. The Demo
for them, which is seldom seen in son 250, Shields 291, totals 1361.
crats are creating a choice cam
top position for the Pirates. Bowling
paign issue for the Republican
Standings
end
week
March
10
—
against Hinky was the new teacher
Games
Points Party next year in the manner in
at the High School.
W
L
W
L which the Fulbright Subcommittee
Holgerson, who apparently is
7
24
16 is airing the political dirty linen of
Ducks
3
more familiar with baseballs and Pirates
21 the Democrats in revealing the cor
5
5
19
footballs than with bowling bails, Worms
5
18
18 ruption, connivance and waste that
4
for his 199 was the lowest score Ganders
2
21 is rampant in the Truman Admini
7
15
seen on the board for a long time.
stration.
Captain Ducky has hopes however
President Truman is not bearing
that the Vinalhaven sea air and a
up too well under the developments.
nice feed of beans and fish cakes
He has assumed an attitude of dewill put the new man in pro|>cr
lying Congress and of thumbing his
form to hit ’em where they are in
nose at Congress. Observers are
stead of where they ain’t.
saying that the humble fighter of
Don Poole had everybody on their
the 1948 campaign has turned into
toes during the last string when he
an arrogant, defiant and bitter
began to get hot, and as he kept
man who can't take criticism. In
piling up a big score there were
creasingly heard is the remark that
Mr. Truman can dish it out but he
•0 some optimistic Ducks who thought

MORE FLAVOR! — because
there’s more tea and finer
quality tea in
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ALADA

TEA-BAGS

m Ofpor/u/tf/y
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1

Longer
Life

2.

Kihd To

budgets

3.

Keep

ifc

value

Your new Mercury's life history should be a long
and happy one. For this automobile investment is
deliberately designed to pay you dividends in
extra years of dependable service. Every part is
built with tomorrow in mind. Yes, it's your car for
as long as you care to drive it!

For the new car buyer who wants a big dollar’s
worth for every dollar invested, the great new
1951 Mercury is just the ticket. The down-to-earth
first price is a pleasant surprise—and the records
for lasting service and low-cost upkeep are amazing I
Want proof? Ask any Mercury owner.

The 1951 Mercury is built to last and last, to stay
in style—to be worth more at trade-in time.
Check the facts—you’ll find Mercury gives you
more for your money in more ways than one. Talk
it over with your Mercury dealer, and try a few
miles behind the wheel of a 1951 Mercury today I

Standard equipment, accessories, and trim
illustrated are subject to change without notice.

■3-WAY CHOICE!

PROBATE COURT NEWS
[This Is Nat A Legal Notice]

Wills Allowed: Paul E. Shorb, late
of Washington. D. C., deceased, no
appointment made; Horatio W.
Prohock,
late of Rockland, de
can’t take it.
His inability to take it has en ceased, Ethelyn M Frohock of
hanced the chances of the Repub Rockland appointed executrix; Flor
licans next year and has increased ence M Philbrook, late of Rock
the speculation that Mr. Truman land, deceased, Benjamin J. Phil
will not run for re-election but brook of Rockland appointed execu
rather will pick Chief Justice Vin tor; Frank A. Salo. late of Owl's
son as his preferred successor. Head, deceased, Aili E.Salo of Owl's
Those of you who heard me speak Head appointed executrix;William
ing last Fall will remember that I A. Ordway, late of Camden, de
predicted this very thing with the ceased. Elisabeth Ordway of Cam
observation that the only reason den appointed executrix; Lula B
that Chief Justice Vinson would be Husby, late of Camden, deceased.
willing to step down from the Su John Husby of Camden appointed
preme Court bench to be secretary executor; Elizabeth J. Taft, late of
of State to replace Mr. Acheson Rockland, deceased, Albena F.
would be the promise of the 1952 Taft of Rockland appointed execu
trix; Helen H. Chatfield, late of
Democratic nomination for the
Rockport, deceased, William H.
Presidency.
Chatfield of Cincinnati, Ohio and
At the present time it seems quite
Albert H. Chatfield, Jr., of Rock
clear on the Republican side that port appointed executors, Z M.
it is Senator Taft against the field. Dwinal of Camden appointed Agent
The Lincoln Day box supper j in Maine;
held in Washington Feb 5 was
Petitions For
Administration
clearly a Taft for President affair.
Granted: Estates, Blanche L Os
I and my office staff took 50 people
good, late of Rockland, deceased,
with us to the Box Supper and
Constance O. Daniels of Rockland
though we got there very early, we
appointed administratrix; Charles
didn’t get to sit in the Maine sec-,
A Stone, late of St George, de
tion as the seats had been roped
ceased, Maud E. Stone of Cushing
off and a police guard refused to
appointed administratrix; Carrie B
let us sit down as the seats had
Waltz, late of Rockland, deceased
been reserved by someone for the
Frederick U. Waltz of Rockland
publisher of the Washington Times
appointed
administrator;
Jake
Herald, a very ardent supporter tif
Smalley, late of Rockland, de
Senator Taft. So in our search for
ceased, Samuel S. Smalley of Lew
seats we finally ended up in the
iston appointed administrator.
Vermont section. The enthusiasm
Petition For Allowance Granted:
indicated success next year in the
Estate, Malcolm R Crockett, late
election.
of North Haven, deceased, filed by
It is said that the Republican Nettle B. Crockett of North Haven,
nomination lies between Senator widow.
Taft and Gen. Eisenhower. The
Petition Perpetual Care of Burial
Republican Party organization is Lot Granted: Estate. Una D. Ed
!
wards, late of Rockport, deceased,
That gives him the definite upper filed by Mary A. Reed of Camden,
hand for it is the party organiza executrix.
tion that usually controls the nom
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Gert
inating convention.
rude T. Brown, late of Thomaston,
The strength of Gen. Eisenhower deceased, first and final account
is in his popular appeal and in the 5 filed by Fred L. Brown, executor;
“grass roots” independent backing Sophia Anderson, late of St.
for him. His chances are tied to George, deceased, first and final
thc outcome of the job that he does account filed by Julius H Anderson,
in whipping up the defense of administrator, c.t.a.; Harriett B
Western Europe. If he is success Nies, or Harriett P. Niles, late of
ful, the tide of public opinion for Rockland, deceased, first and final
him may engulf the Republican account filed by Robert E. Smal
National Convention and sweep ley, executor; Mildred C. Payson
aside the Taft competition.
j of Camden, third account filed by
That is why many political ob Alexander R. Gillmor, guardian;
| servers have noted the difference Job H. Montgomery, late of Cam
between Eisenhower and Taft on den, deceased, seventh account filed
the matter of troops for Europe and by Harold J. Wilson and Alexan
the defense of our country with der R. Gillmor, Trustees; Nellie
special interest. Many say that M. Payson, late of Camden, de
what happens in the next several ceased, third account filed by
months to prove which is right and Alexander R. Gillmor, trustee.
which is wrong may well determine
Petition
For
Administration
who will be the next President of Presented For Notice: Estates. Ray
the United States
There are mond B. Page, late of Rockport,
some who feel that the manner in deceased, Wallace O. Page of Rock
which Senator Taft is taking vigor port named administrator; Ernes
ous issue with Gen. Eisenhower tine Barter, late of St. George, de
and challenging his stand may well ceased, Gladys B. Hocking of St.
draft Gen. Eisenhower Into the George named administratrix.
Democratic ranks and that the 1952
Accounts Presented For Notice:
election campaign may well be a
Taft versus Eisenhower one. There side won by the narrow margin of
are voters who say that if the Re 41 to 40. While we started out
publicans nominate Taft, then Tru losing, we ended up winning—and
man will elect to run for re-election by the margin of one vote. Tm
on the belief that he would wel glad I stayed on the job to cast my
come the opportunity to run against vote.
Senator Taft.
As you may know, I have ad
hered pretty strictly to the policy
of staying on the Job voting on leg
islation coming before the Senate.
An example of how this works
happened Feb. 21. I had been re
Effective March 14, 1951,
quested by Gen. Marshall, the Sec
passenger fares between
retary of Defense, to have a lunch
eon conference at 1 o'clock with Vinalhaven and Rockland
him at the Pentagon Building. I
will be as follows;
declined because the Renegotiation
Bill, a bill designed to recapture
. $1.20
Adults .
any excess profits resulting from
Pins Tax
billions of dollars worth of defense
contracts, was up for voting start
Children
.
.60
ing at one thirty and I didn’t want
Plus Tax
to risk missing a vote. When Vice
President Barkley heard that I had
Adults, round trip 1.80
declined, he came to me and urged
Plus Tax
me to reconsider and expressed the
opinion that the vote would not be
.90
close and that my vote would not Children, round trip
Plus Tax
be missed. I told him that I must
1 stand by my declination and that I New freight tariffs will be
wanted to remain on the Senate
in effect on March 14,
Floor and not miss a vote.
I was there when the voting 1951. Copy may be had
started. The side that I voted on
Upon application.
started out on the losing end with
j the vote going 43 to 39 against us.
i Then the next vote was 41 to 41
VINALHAVEN
tie and Vice President Barkley was
PORT DISTRICT
not there to break the tie. Then
30-32
the final vote was taken and my

NOTICE

For "the drive of your life!*’ Mercury
now proudly makes available a triple
choice in transmissions. Merc-O-Matic

Drive, the new simpler, smoother, more

efficient automatic transmission—or
thrifty Touch-O-Matic Overdrive are

optional at extra cost. There’s also
Silent-Ease standard transmission.

Waldoboro, Maine

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Sim
mons of Minturn are vis ting their
daughter, Mrs. David Post.
The Sewing Circle met at the
home of Mrs. Nathan Bard Thurs
day afternoon and a quilt was
knotted.
Mrs.
Mildred Waldron
and
grandsons Billy and Dicky Waldron
were week-end guests of her
daughter, Mrs. Arnold Stimpson at
Martinsville
Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Temple of
Port Clyde and Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Joyce of Swan’s Island were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Da
vid Post recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Barnes en
tertained Tuesday night, Mr and
Mrs. Elbert Burton and son El
bert. Mr and Mrs. Alton Wall and
daughter Eleanor. Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Young and Miss Violet
Carr. Cards were played and lunch
was served.
Mrs. Annie Williams of Rockland
was dinner guest of Callie Rack
liff Tuesday.
The Sewing Circle met at the
home of Mrs. Callie Rackliff last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Millage Randall
were business visitors in Portland
Tuesday.
Miss Florence Odiorne visited Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Post Tuesday.
For social Items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf

IT’S

You CAN Get m
Loon at

UnmuJl

$1000
AND LESS
on Signature, Furniture, Car
Need extra cash to get a

fresh start . . . pay leftover

bills ... for medical or den
tal expenses . .. home or car
repairs ... to aid relatives ...
or other good purposes?

lepoy
Monthly

CASH YOU GET
$600
$400

1 5 Mos.
20 Mos.*

$31.13
24.46

$46.70
36.69

pApplie. to !•<>"» •»Pt"pt from
Fad. »«9 W. Above payments cover
everything!
loanj of other amounts,
or for other period*, are in proportio..
(12A)

You’ll find it’s “yes” promptly

to 4 out of 5 at Pcvxmal-

Don't borrow unnecessarily,
but if a loan is the sensible
solution, come in—or phone
I
”J| first for 1-trip

reucnai

service. Loan

Joigrt»~

,s made y°ur
way and fast!

I N i N ( i iS_. I

.

.

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS

Ti^onal

Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto

I FINANCE CO. J

For AU Chrysler Make

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO,

Estates, Frederick J. Schussel, late
of Rockport, first and final account
of Charles S. Kean, executor, filed
by Mary C. Kean, executrix of the
wl'J of said Charles S Kean; Ar
thur H Huse, late of Camden, de
ceased, third account filed by Z.
M. Dwinal and Norman Bowley.
executors: Charles A. Harmon, late
of Camden, deceased, second ac
count filed by Helen R Harmon
and Alan L. Bird, trustees.

AIm

Can

OF MAINE

Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parte

2nd FI., (Forneworth Mtmoriol Rldg.1

356 MAIN STREET

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
(15 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

«■

Rockland, Mo.
Rhone 1133
Phillip Campboll. YES MANagat
OREN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
leam mao, N raudtaft <1 oil iwmaaRiai teoax

ST»

• . „ U*

.(' !-• -<» UKul. Tuesday, Warcfi

<***u

AT THE STRAND THEATRE

THOMASTON

TOWN MEETINGS
(Continued from Page Three)
$23,485 voted. The sum of $378.50.
a War Memorial fund wa (urn.a
over to the community for a hot
lunch program at the school.
The Town appropriated a total
of 543J93.50. The tax rate will be
slightly higher this year.
Reported by—Beulah Allen.

News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, EKIN' STREET. TEL. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Smith
have returned to A’tleboro, Masafter passing the week-end with
Mrs. Will am T. Smith, Sr
The Roaring 23’s met Thursday
night with Mrs. Glenice Burn
Members present were Mr' Betty
Townsend, Mrs. Anne Carney. Mr
Martha Anderson, Mrs. Rachel
Johnson. Mrs. Townsend wil. en
tertain the club next time.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins and
family were in Belfast Tuesday
night to attend the 56th wedding
anniversary of Mr Seekins' par
ents. Mr. and Mr'. Ira Seekins.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lewis and
son, Vernon Lewis, Jr. have re
turned to New Lendon. Conn.,
after spending the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

lores and Dorothy Whitten, Judy
and Katy Sheffield ar.d Shirley
Beckett. Games were played and
! a qu z progTam was enjoyed. Each
■ girl was given a prize Mrs Stek' ins was assisted in serving a buffet
lunch by Faye’s sisters, Doris. Shir
ley and Sandra. Faye received
many lovely gifts.
M ss Priscilla Burton, a student
; at State Teachers' College, Farm, ington, spent the week-end with
' her parents, Mr. and Mrs Oscar
Burton.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Stanley at
tended the Sportsmen's show in
Portland Sunday.
P. T .A. Meeting

The monthly meeting of the
Parent-Teachers’ Association, will
be held n the High School audi
torium on Thursday night, March
15, at 7.30.
David Buchanan, Recreational
Director from Rockland, will be
guest speaker. Hts talk will con
cern playground equipment and
will be illustrated with a movie on
this subject.
The purchase cf playground
equipment is one of the associa
tion's current projects and it is
hoped that there will be a large
attendance at this meeting.
A fund for part al payment of
this equipment has been included
in the town warrant. An equiva
lent amount must be raised by thc
P.TA. for the successful completion
of this program.
All interested persons, whether
members or not. are cordially invit
ed to attend.

Lewis.
The Friendly Circle meets to
night at 7.30 with Miss Anna Dill

ingham.

Mayflower Temple. PS. will en
tertain their husbands and the
Knights at a St. Patrick s p; rty
at KF hall Friday night at 7.30.
Mr. andd Mr- Elmer Nei-on
were week-end guests of their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. David Dorr at Gorham.
Grace Chapter, OES. will hold
their meeting Wednesday nigh'
Degrees will be worked.
Miss Faye Seekins. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seek iia, Beech
wood street, celebrated her 13th
birthday Wednesday night by en
tertaining a few friends. Invited
were: Joanne Edwards. Carolyn
Kalloch, Maureen Quinn, Sandr
Cooked food sale at Donaldson’s
Putnam,
Pr.-cilia Ring. Joan
Achorn. Jane Ifemy, Ruth Bail w store, Saturday. March 17. at 2
Marilyn Reynolds, Norma Clark. o’clock. Benefit band uniforms.
31-32
Judy Harriman, Anne Chick, Do

Friday’s P. T. A. Fair

ROCKPORT

And the Tyler Crowd Cer
tainly Knows How To
Entertain the Public

MRS. HENRY DODGE
Correspondent

Tel. Camden 2879
Bruce Woodward, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman Woodward celebrated
his fourth birthday with a party at
the home of his grandmother. Mrs.
Mildred Colby. Beauchamp, Avenue,
Thursday, March 8. His guests were
Mrs. Vernon Kenney and daughter
Janice. Mrs. Edgar Barrows and
children Jay and Rosemary, Mrs
Lamont Roberts
and daughter
Sharon, Mrs. Parker Colby ana
daughters Linda and Susan, Mrs
Ernest Crockett
and daughter
Joyce, Mrs. Malcolm Phillips and
daughter Kathy,
Mrs. Francis
Berry and son- Wayne and ‘ Chum
my,” Mrs. Donald Welt and daugh
ter Shirley, Mrs. Tom Farley, MaryAlice and Barbara Ann Mar. ton.
Susie Hanna, Mrs. Henry Dcoge
and daughter Cathie Mrs. Harold
Hall and daughter Branda, Bruce’s
sister Eileen Woodward and Mrs.
Coleman Woodward from P.ockport,
Mrs. Avard Chater and daughter
Eally
from
Camden.
Jeanne
Sprague, Marjorie Hyssong and Ste
vie Miller were unable to attend.
Bruce wai the recipient of manynice gifts. Refreshments of cake,
cookies, and ice cream were -erred.
Each little guest received a bas
ket of candy and wore a gay party
hat.
Marlene Hall and Cathie Dodge
attended the second birthday party
of Glen Weeks, 17 Oak street, Camden. Saturday afternoon.
Clara Lane is a candidate for
Town Treasurer.
Thc Baptist Sewing Circle will
meet at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Walker, Richards Hill Wednesday
afternoon.
The Johnson Society will meet
at the home of Mi s Marion Weid
man Wedne'day afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Welt and
daughter Shirley were in Baton
this wet k-end visiting Mrs. Welt’s
relatives. Mrs. Welt’s sister, Miss
Rose White returned with them for
a visit.
Miss Grace Norbeck who has
been visiting in Auburn and Augus
ta has returned to Rockport to
visit her brother, Stanley Norbeck.
and family for the remainder of
the month.
Brenda Hall attended the first

DANCE TONIGHT
Glen Cove Grange Hall
Refreshments Served
COME ONE!

COME ALL!

Like a good cake or a pretty
apron? You'll find them at the
Tyler P T. A. fair March 16 Com
mittees are: Fancy table, Beatrice
Teele and Ina Webber; white ele
phant, Laura Cummings and Paul
ine Saunders; rummage. Eleanor
Young; soda. Ralph Brackett; grabs,
Sam Dow, and Aimo Sulin.
Considerable work has gone into
the entertainment under the lead
ership of Mrs Hall with representa
tives from each grade taking part.
The famous bride doll and ward
robe sponsored by the Mothers'
Club will be awarded.
The evening would not be com
plete unless you have a hot dog or
a hamburger cooked by the very
capable Blanche Mitchell with
Mary Ripley and Pearl Vanorse as
sisting.

i

DANCE

Every Wednesday Night
I. 0. 0. F. HALL

The Hearing Society

CAMDEN

Rugs wear better If they are
based on newspapers. Bundles 10
tents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62*aw

Admission 50 Cents
Auspices Kinney-Mrlquist Post,

American Legion

MOVIES

PHOTOGRAPHY

The Wentworth Shop

STARTING MARCH 16
and

Meet Ihe bride who wouldn't

Every Friday Thereaftei

tfay for breakfast!

Time: 8 00 P, M.

C0UWBIA PICTUKS

LARRY

ODD FELLOWS HALL

COMMERCIAL

EASTER TOPPER

Those Two Wonderful Stars of “Jolson Sings
Again” Are Back Together For Laughs!

Place:

TENANT’S HARBOR

Woodcock’s Orchestra

sary in many towns this year. The in the vacation village with Holton business-like manner to the satis
budget dropped $2196 from the ooming out with a paper titled faction of all present. Mrs. Mil
figure of last year to set a 1951 I “Camden Elect on Issues" Thurs dred Young was re-elected town
j
day night. The four-page publi clerk.
budget of $23900.00
School appropriations totalled cation, it is understood, was print
The foEowing officers were elect
$14,384 with what funds are neces ed in Ellsworth.
ed: Selectmen and overseer? of the
sary to defray costs of transport
Editor Hamilton Hall of the poor. Albert V. Orff. Leslie Seavey,
ing High School pupils to Rock Camden Herald, one of the leader and Merle James; assessors and
land to be taken from excise tax of forces opposing Holton, retali fence viewers, Clarence Lunt, Leslie
income.
ated Friday afternoon w th a spe Seavey and Ed'.ard Latva; treas
Town roads, including State Aid, i cial edition of his weekly newspaper urer, Katheryn Maloney: members J
reached a total of 2376 and in which swung from the shoulder cf the School Committee for three W
cluded a payment on the notes of on many an issue which Holton’ years, Robert Laaka. The other
ihe Cripple Creek Bridge.
paper had blasted the day before. members are Carl Young and
Town officers will receive salar es i
Exercising the right of the Evelyn Wotton whose terms ex
totaling $1320 with the sum of i
Amer.can press, to speak plainly pire in 1952 and 1953.
$1500 being raised to cover current
Road commissioners, Hibbard
when editors feel it is needed
expenses.
Hall waded into the battle with hi Young and Fred Olson: tax col
The sum of $!000 was set aside weekly sheet and was, apparently lector B S Geyer, his compensa
for snow removal; $500 for the j a major force in defeating Holton. te be 2'" ; constables, B S Geyer,
care of the prior and $569 for aid ;
Carl Young, Alfred Orne; fire
The battle will probably be a
to dependent children.
ward. Richard Fales.
A pre-tewn meet ng last week : prime topic of conversation in
Total appropriations amounted to k
Camden for some time to come
served to put across the new school t
$17,031. an .nc-ease of $1290 over 3
while copies of the two spe ial edi
article with strong 'upport. The
tions will become collectors’ items. last year and were for the follow
villagers have prudently been put
ing purposes:
The town chose town fathers
ting away funds for several years
Common Schools. $7000; repairs
now toward their new school and from all types of trades and pro of roads and bridges, $1500, $700
have also bought and paid for a fessions. Dwinal Ls a practicing of which was earmarked for Stone’s
lot in addition to creating a cash I attorney; Libby a pharmacist and Point road and $325 for Davis
Mitchell a spinner in the Seabr ght
reserve fund of $12,000.
Point road; poor, $1200; Mothers’
Veteran town officials returned mill. Gardner is an industrial in Aid, $400; snow removal, $1500;
to office were Selectmen Francs surance salesman and Young a fish repairs of school buildings, $360;
Dyer, Dana Knowlton and John market clerk.
officers’ salaries. $1440; superin
Charles H Lowe defeated Mrs. tendent of Schools, $325; inciden-?,J
Garnet. Both Town Clerk Ellena
Fredette and Treasurer Herbert Helen K. Parker fcr a three-year tabs, $1000: State Aid road con- ' 1
Montgomery continue in office. term on the school board with a struction, $1C66, (the selectmen
Mrs. Ruth Lewis was returned to total vote of 856 to 460 for his op being authorized to hire an addi
the school board for a three-year ponent.
tional $1066. in anticipation of 1952
Carlisle Leonard was returned to
term.
taxes; public health nurs ng. $50;
office as town treasurer and tax
to be set aside for a central school
Ballot clerks for the election
collector without opposition. The
house $1000; to decorate graves of
were Charles Wotton, Eino Ander
townspeople gave him votes of 1265 war veterans on Memorial Day,
son and Alfred Fredette.
and 1277 for the offices respectively $25; for State of Maine, Publicity
The mid-meeting luncheon was
to lead all candidates in votes Bureau, $25; to elean up tlie old
prepared and served by mothers
polled.
lower town cemetery, $100; for I
groups in the town with the pro
Indicative of the excitement— starting restoration of Pleasant t,j
ceeds to be- used for school proj
ects of the clubs. Heading the and concern—created by the stiff Point cemetery, including repair
worker.-, were Mrs. Ph lip Newbert. pre-election battle was the return ing and resetting gravestones of
Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, Mrs. of one coal.tion supporter who cut Revolutionary War soldiers $100;
a LouLsianan vacation short to fly for doctor to examine school chil- ,
Ruth Lewis.
home to cast Ills ballot Monday.
dren, $40.
CAMDEN
It was voted: To pay 20c for col
WALDOBORO
The townspeople of Camden
lection of excise tax; to authorize
The
following
town
officers
were
made their choice of town fathers
the selectmen in behalf of the town
Monday with not a Holton candi chosen: Selectmen, Virgil L. Morse, to sell and dispose of any real es
Sr.,
Chester
N.
Light,
John
H
date elected to office. Howard
tate acquired by the town for the
Holton, spark plug of the opposi Foster, Walter E. Taylor, Jr., Ivan non-payment of taxes thereon on
N.
Scott;
town
clerk,
William
H.
tion to things as they are in the
Brooks. Jr., re-elected. Moderator, such term- as they may deem ad- '
town, came close to being low man
Wilmot Dow. Jasper J. Stahl was visable and to execute quit claim '
on the totem pole of ballots with
elected to the school committee for deeds for such property; to author
but 511 votes.
ize the selectmen and treasurer to
Rev. Melvin Dorr, chosen as three years.
The town clerk, William H. hire money necessary for town
moderator earlier in the day, held
Brooks, Jr., has been in office since expenses in anticipation of taxes;
the audience in suspense after the
„nd not to consolidate the town re
1939
ballot clerks load finished the r
port,
—Mrs. James Davis.
Total town appropriations, were
work as he declared Town Clerk
$123,921 68, an increase ovef 1950
John L. Tewk'bury, elected for his
of $7,309.28. Raised from taxes, I
33d term and swore him into office. 1950, $92,551.71, and this year. I
The announcement of the results
$84,716.40. More surplus this year.
of the vote for selectmen brought
Highway appropriations, including
a roar of approval, whistles and
State Aid. $40,000. Care of poor,
shouts from all parts of the hall.
$5,000. The tax rate will be be
The result appeared to be univer
tween 68 and 70 as against 76 last
sally approved.
year.
High man in votes was Charles
A new municipal building costing
Dw.nal with 1021 votes. Second $20,000 to be built, housing town
on the list, and close to Dwinal, hall and fire station. Much discus
was Kendric L. Libby with 1019 sion on appropriating $18,090 to
Clarence E Mitchell was third complete the construction of a road
high man with a total of 972 bal between Back Cove and Winslow's
lots in his favor. Fourth position Mills. The Town Manager and Se
on the board of selectmen went to lectmen were against it, but it was
Rollo M Gardner who polled 966 finally passed.
Fifth and last man declared elect
By Madeline Creamer.
ed was Aubrey C. Young who was
CUSHING
credited with 930 votes.
We have a large selection of
A goodly numb r of townspeople
The total vote cast of 1460 bal
Toppers for Easter and Spring
lots out of a possible 2603 registered gathered at the Grange Hall Mon
near. The Topper is the answer
voters in the town was the highest day night and in three hours dis
to all of your Coat Problems this
posed of the 26 articles in the town
year.
in a great many years.
Holton’s candidates were topped warrant.
Albert V Orff was the unani
by Merton Lake, who polled 522
votes. Holton himself was second mous choice for moderator and
CAMDEN, MAINE
on his own ticket with 511. Warren conducted the meeting in a very
Prince polled 429; Leroy Morong
410 and Clem Smith received 310
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Smith had previously tried bo
withdraw from the race.
The Story of a Woman Alone.. .
The coalition forces of Demo
and In Trouble
crats and Republicans polled a to
tal of 4908 against 2182 for the Hol
ton-led
candidates.
includ ng
Holton himself.
The contest raged the past week

HOPE
Moderator Elmer L. True was
re-elected.
Selectmen, assessors
and overseers of poor re-elected
were, Raymond E. Ludwig Mavnard H. Bowley and Robert C.
Wright James C. Wentworth and
Thomas R Winston were both try
ing for the offices of tax collector
and treasurer. Wentworth was re
elected tax collector and Winston
treasurer, the latter being a close
contest. Mr. Wentworth receiving
37 votes and Mr. Winston 41. Town
clerk Katherine T Brown and
constables Thomas R. Winston, re
Larry Parks and Barbara Hale co-star in Columbia Picture's happy elected, and James Wentworth.
new comedy hit. "Emergency Wedding," which starts a two-day engage
Total town appropr.ations $20,426
ment at Strand Theatre today. It's their first movie together since “Jolson
an increase of $1723 more than last
Sings Again." Shows will be held at 2. 6 30 and 8.30 daily.
year. Tax rate was 67 mills last
!___________________
year, will no doubt be higher.
School budget $9700. an increase of
$700., no increase in teachers' sal
Breath Of Soring Touches aries, no repairs to be done. Town
MISS HELEN M. RICH
$100: cutting bushes. $200;
Correspondent
Members At the Recent poor,
-oads and bridges, $2000. an in
Meeting
Telephone 2214
crease of $200.
It was voted to take a sum from
The promise of Spr ng in blos
Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler has an
soming forsythia, pussy willows and the excise tax necessary to tar a!
nounced the postponement of her
short piece of road known as the
piano recital for her pupils, sched lacy hemlock greeted members of Dunbar road in the Village; $1200
the
Rockland
Hearing
Society
uled for March 14 because of illness.
i from the excise tax to put with
The Catholic Women's Club ot Thursday when they met with Mrs State funds to fix two other roads,
Our Lady of Good Hope Church Nancy Brown. Spring was also the the Pushaw road and the Dickey
held its regular meeting at the keynote of messages from absent roads. Snow removal, $3200; an in
church hall on March 7. Following members: Mrs. Bessie Hewett of crease of $700: $400 for the Earl
the business, a shower was given
Norwood road: $200 for the Hardyto Mrs. Alice Roper Those present Milton, Mass, Mrs. Julia Marlev Beverage road and $1400 for town
were: M : sdames Emma Winawand, of Gardiner, Mis.; Dora I. Gay of officers: $1300 for town evpenses,
Rose Reed, Helen McAuliffe, Loret Waldoboro and Miss Edith Fergu an increase of $300; $6C0 for de
ta Martin. Leona Smith, Sydney son of Damariscotta.
pendent children; $50 Public Health
May 6-12 has been designated
Wasgatt. Alice Dougherty, Nora
nursing; $25 Publicity Bureau; $25
Rokes, Marie Connell, May Munro. National Hearing Week by the for care of Morey Cemetery; $160
American Hearing Society, and the
Gertrude Galanti, Blanche Perry of
for street lights; $1,066 for State
Rockport, Dorothy Morong, Agnes slogan for the week is “Hearing Is 1 road.
Priceless—Protect it!”
Beloin, Florence Carr. Sarah BagThe Selectmen were authorized
The lesson was given by Mrs.
ley. Connie Milliken. Bett.v Wilbur,
Gladys Thomas who also reviewed ,to make a loan of $9,549 to continue
and Miss Pauline Leo.
"Northern Farm" by Henry Beston. the State road at the Head of the
Two parties have been held re a story cf life on the author’s farm Lake, a distance that would or
cently by members of the Friends- on the shores of Damariscotta Pond dinarily be built in three years.
in-Council towards the fund to be in Nobleboro. The writer is a Much discussion about 16 little-used
contributed to the local YMCA by ph lospcher and a naturalist, and pieces of road. A committee of
the club. Mrs. Lyndon Christie and the book holds wide interest as well six elected to find out details and
Mrs. Carl Lane entertained at the as local appeal. The current issue report next year. Budget commit
home of Mrs. Christie on Thurs of “Life,’’ in which a quotation tee. Earl Norwood. Eleanor True,
day. Present were: Mrs. Vere D. frrom "Northern Farm” was taken Eleanor Hart, Aubrey Pearse.
Crockett, Mrs. Robert Rippey, Mrs. for one of the ‘Winter in Maine" Charles Childs and Mabel Wright. I
Gilbert Harmon. Mrs. John Buzzell. pictures by Kosti Ruohomaa, wa
By Josie Robbins.
Mrs. Florence Alien, Mrs. Margaret shown. Mrs. Pearl Foss gave her
OWL’S HEAD
Torrey. Mrs. Jessie Beverage, Mrs. reaction te a lecture on world af
Owl’s Head voters returned all
Emeline Sykes, Mrs. George Her fairs she heard by Mr. Beston last
town officers to office last evening
som. Mrs. Emily Jagels and Mrs. year.
in a meeting which was halted
Ruth Elmore.
The picture of “Washington
In this same connection, Mrs. Crossing the Delaware" on a recent midway for coffee and sandwiches,
Paul Millington entertained a par cover of the "Saturday Evening and to g ve Moderator Albert Mac
Phail a little rest.
ty of friends on Sunday evening.
Post” was shown by Mrs. Brown
Tbe people present voted to build
The C. C. H. will meet at Green who expressed the surprise the size
a new school and set a sum not to
Gables on Thursday, March 15, at of the painting was to her when
exceed $50,000 The vote went
12.30 p. m. Miss Myrtle Haskell will she saw it at the Metropolitan in
through with 138 voting yes and 31
be the hostess.
New York I measures 21 ft. by
objecting. The article which would
The Good Cheer Class of the 12 ft. and in sp te of the criticism
have determined the method of
Congregational Church will meet it has had, it is very impressive.
financing thc building which is to
at the heme of Mrs. Robert Rip
Painting by Emanuel Leutze in
be a joint school and community
pey (the Herman Lowe House, 1851. Stcvan Dohanos, in reproduc
j center, was passed over temporalChestnut street) on Wednesday, ing it, has cleverly emphasized itf
ily and may become the subject of a
March 14 Mrs. Russell Hall ana size by placing a class of school
future special meeting.
Mrs. Carl Lane will assist.
children before it. At the present
It is apparent that Owl' Head,
Mrs. Marion Green won first time the original painting is on
prize at the Grange Whist Party, loan to the Da.las Museum of Fine like countless other communities
Saturday night; Nathan Hopkins Arts. Too large ta go through in the State, is waiting action on
won second; and Mrs. Lillian Pom doors and into freight cars, it the bill in Legislature, with Seth
had to be taken from its frame and Low of Rockland as sponsor and
eroy the consolation.
author, which will finance town
Miss Kathleen Heald is expect roiled up for shipment.
Stories were told by Mrs. Ella schools on a long-term rental basis.
ed to arrive from Ohio State Uni
A building committee of five was
versity, Columbus, Ohio, on Thurs Watts and Mrs. Blanche Witham,
day to spend the Easter vacation and Miss Eda Lawry told of her chosen. This group, comprised of
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 24-hour visit to Eoston to see the Donald Lewis. Casper Ciravino,
“Ice Follies,” leaving in a snow Charles Wotton, Everett Blethen
D Heald.
storm and returning in a downpour and Albert MacPhail will have
Josephine W. Leach
d rect charge of construction.
of rain.
Mrs. Josephine W. Leach, wife of
The townspeople distinguished
Baby
Burns
of
Friendship
was
Melvin A. Leach of 47 Washington
I the center of attraction and fa- themselves by decreasing the
street died in Rockland March 8.
budget rather than taking a w Id
She was the daughter of Horation : vored everyone with smiles and swing upward as h3s been neceschuckles. Young Bradford is thc
and Jennie Belie < Upham ) Welch
The past 25 years Mrs. Leach had 1 4‘2-mcnths' old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Burns.
TELEPHONE 892 FOR ROC
AND’S FAMILY THEATRE
been employed by the Knox Woolen
The next meeting will be held
Mill.
Survivors are her husband, Mel April 5 with Mrs. Blanche Witham,
Suffolk street.
vin A. Leach, a brother Richard
Welch of Bath and one sister, Mrs.
See the latest styles in Furs and
Grace Churchill, Rockport.
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—TWO DAYS ONLY
Funeral services were held Sun quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son
1-tf
day from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu

birthday party of Ellen MacDonald
High street. Camden Saturday af
ternoon.
There was a regular meeting of
the Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
Friday. Plans wre made for the
booth which the Group will have
at the Seaside Wonderland Carni
val March 29, 30 and 31. Refresh
ments were served. There will ne
another meeting next Friday.
The Girl Scouts will celebrate
’.heir 39th birthday Wednesday
night, at the Baptist audi orium
Nancy Brackett was guest of hon
or at a surprise birthday party on
her 12th birthday, Wednesday,
March 7, gi\ n by her mother Mrs.
Hiram Brown at their home on
Beach street. Those pre ent were:
Gerry, Marion and Teddy Lovejoy,
Janet Metevey
Joan Norwood,
Christopher and Dianne Miranda,
Earle Dodge, Cynthia, Bruce and
Joyce Fuller, Mrs. Alice Miranda
and Mrs. Roberta Fuller. Nancy re
ceived many gifts and a lovely cake
made by Mrs. Minnie Wall. Re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Brown, cake, punch and ice cream.
The group enjoyed playing games neral Home, Rev. Melvin Dorr offi
ciating. Interment was in Oak Hill
cemetery.
1

Toesagy-Tfiorsagy-Sifirar,

13.1951

BARBARA

TENANT S HARBOR
COMPLETE SHOW

WITH

FULL-LENGTH PICTURE
Adults 40c; Children under 12, 2.

Plus “THE WANDERER RETURNS”

31-T-tf
grajzfararafzjzrarejarerajBrarej’zra'

GAME PARTY
Every Tuesday Night

Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.
WILLIAMSBRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building

1-T-tf

CAMDEN THEATRE
Shows at 2.00, 7.00, 9.00

TIES.-HED., MARCH 13-14

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

WALDO

Here's the Eig One For 1951!
BROADWkYS BIGGEST HIT...,

.

..

.____

“THREE GUYS NAMED MIKE"
JANE WYMAN. VAN JOHNSON

now ^perfectly strell motion picture!
Starring

MARCH 13-14-15
James Cagney, Doris Day

with Howard Hughes’ New

TEL. 907 or 77*

Gordon MacRae, Virginia Mavo

Discovery

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

in

FAITH DOMERGL'E

TIMES

TODAY

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee,
Saturdav at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

Sidney L Cullen

•WHERE DANGER LIVES’

LAST

THURSDAY- FRIDAY, SATURDAY

TODAY-WED-THURS.

Robert Mitchum. Claude Rains

NEWS — CARTOON

Satw P bp p, Hal Pw » ana Claude Binyon - Produced be RAT PUIS IR • Cuectad b) [SWARD BU22EU.

•7UI

"THE

WEST

POINT

STORY’

JUDY

mill

' Yesterday*
Sueen

by Atxn fer-w mt' • f'«r. tht Ce tb a ed Stagt F ty •

by S S’lWAK -

• D>‘«d«o by bluhGt CuMM

MATINEES DAILY 2.00 P. M ; SUNDAYS 3.00 P. M.
EVENINGS 6.25-8.30

W Sevw
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Tuesday-Thursday-SaTorfBj

CURTIS-MATTHEWS WEDDING

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Witham and
Mr. and Mrs Clayton Witham
have returned from a months visit
in Florida. Er.rcute they were guests
in Washington. D. C.
-----MacDonald Class of the First
Baptist Church met Thursday night
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Russell and
The Woman's Educational Club
with Mrs. Bertha Bell, Claremont
will meet Friday afternoon at 2.30 daughter Jean spent the week-end
street. The evenjig was spent doin the Farnsworth Museum. Prin with Mr. Russell’s parents, Mr. and
ing White Cross work. Refreshments
cipal Fred L. Perkins of Warren Mrs. Lenroy Russell, at Mechanic
were served by Mrs. Bell assisted
High School will be the guest Palls.
by the co-hostesses Mrs. Betty
speaker. His subject will be "World
The Rockland Junior Women's
Ames, Mrs. Susan Bowley and Mrs.
Wide Communism."
Club meets tonight at 8 o'clock at
Florence Young Others present
were: Mrs. Madge Fifield, Mrs.
Baraca Class of the Methodist the Bok Home ior Nurses. Sewing
Mabel McKusic,
Mrs. Virginia
Church will meet Wednesday night will be continued on their hospital
Stoddard, Mrs. sybil Mills, Mrs
at 7.30 with Miss Eva Rogers, 31 project.
Marjorie Bickmore, Mrs. William
Ameebury street.
Browne Club of the First Bap
Brawn. Mrs. Ivy Hart, Miss CharMr. and Mrs. Henry Simmons, 81 tist Church will meet in the vestry
lotte Cook, Mrs. Marjorie Argyle
North Main street, returned Sun Thursday night with Mrs. Frances
Mrs. Eleanor Ames, Mrs Dorothy
day night from three weeks' vaca Sherer as hostess.
Baxter, Mrs. Anne Billings, Mrs.
tion in Florida.
Audrey Teel, Mrs. Harriet Emery,
Mrs. Grace Fish had as dinner
Mrs. Agr.es Young, Mrs. Ethel God- j
Mrs. Donald DeLaite was given a guests Sunday at her home on
frey, Mrs. Blanche Gardner, Mrs
surprise stork shower Friday night Stanley avenue, Mr. and Mrs. Cla
Mildred Hart, Mrs. Blanche Widat her apartment on Lindsey street rence Dorman, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
decomb,
Mrs. Beatrice Grant, Mrs.
with Mrs. Andrew Weymouth, Jr., liam Dorman, Mr. and Mrs. Kend
Emma Hill and Mrs. Rachel Harand Mrs. John Benson co-hostess rick Dorman and daughters Janice
Mrs. Elva Johnson spent the mon.
es. Mrs. DeLaite received many and Peggy.
week-end in Tenants Harbor, Guest
dainty gifts. Refreshments were
Mrs. Constance E. MacPhail,
Members
and
twenty-three of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marshal.
served by the hostesses. Guests
guests were present at the meeting They all attended the St. George Warden of the Rebekah Assembly
were: Mrs. Herbert Marshall, Cam
Minstrel Show Friday and Satur of Maine, will be in E-angor Wed
den, Mrs. Richard Freem-an, Glen of the Methebesec Club at Tne day nights.
nesday night to attend the Presi
Farnsworth
Museum
Friday.
Mrs.
Cove. Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. Law
dent's official visitation at NoremRobert Bums, president, presided
rence Pease, Mrs. Milton Wheaton,
Edward Small, son of Mr. and bega Lodge.
at
the
business
met
ting
and
ap

Mrs. Agnes Libby and Mrs. Hugh
Mrs. Samuel Small, Limerock street
pointed Mrs. Oliver Holden as
Atheam Rockland.
observed his sixth birthday Satur
Mrs. Wynnefred Scott Shepard. chairman of the nominating com day by entertaining friends at
wife
of Capt. Lecn Shepard of the
Walter Butler. Jr., who is on the mittee for officers for next year
lunch followed by attendance at state Police, will be guest speaker
Her
assistants
are
Mrs.
Frank
teaching staff of Deerfield Acadamy
the movies in the afternoon Ed- at the supper meeting of the W C.
Deerfield, Mass., spent the week Maxey and Mrs. Charles Whitmore.
ward received several nice gifts, t. U. in the Littlefield Memorial
The
annual
banquet
will
be
held
end with his mother, Mrs. Walter
Guests were: Richard Ellingwood, church Friday. Supper at 6.30 will
itc\. and Mrs. Eugene Curtis
Butler, Talbot avenue. He lelt to April 5 in the Masonic Hall. James Jr., Richard Engleson, David Bars
be
served
by
the
Ladies
’
Aide
of
the
Brown
director
of
the
Farnsworth
day for Boston accompanied by his
Mrs. Ella Matthews of Rockland dress with matching accex.-g.ries, her
tow, Michael Savitt and Richard church. Rev. John M. Barker will
mother and Raymond Cross. Mrs Museum was guest speaker. His Dondis.
became
the bride of Rev. Eugene corsage being of yellow roses. Best
show a movie feature. Honorary
Butler will remain in Boston and subject was "The Art and Life of
man was Seth Knowlton of Rock
members and
their husbands Curtis of Belfast, March 2 at the
the young men will continue on to the 16th Century," Colored slides
Cpl. Albert MacPhail, Jr., left tor
land. The two flower girls were
Performing
Pinehurst, N. C., for 10 days.
of famous paintings of that period Sheppard Field, Witcha Falls, Tex or other guests will attend, and Pentecostal Church.
Marilyn and Donna Clark of Bel
were shown.
as, Sunday after spending a week's others who would like to be there the double ring ceremony was Rev. fast. both wearing navy blue and
Mrs. Jean Lawless was honored
for the supper or would like to hear Clifford Goul of Belfast. Ralph
furlough with his parents, Mr. and
carrying red roses.
Elizabeth Ann Duff, daughter ol Mrs. Albert MacPhail, Owl's Head. the speakers. Mi's. Shepard is corat a surprise pre-nuptial shower
Boardman of Waldoboro sang "I
A reception was held immediTuesday night given by Mrs. Law Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Dull, He was accompanied as far as ressponding secretary of the State
Love You Truly” and
Jerusa- ately following the wedding.
rence Lord at her home on Jeffer Willow street, observed her third Portland by his parents, his sister, W.C.T.U., a teacher of music In the lem.”
Many beautiful gifts were re
son street with Mrs. Fred Wm- birthday Saturday afternoon with a Mis1 Catherine MacPhail and Miss Augusta schools, and a vocalist ot
The bride wore a lavender street ceived. Mrs. Seth Knowlton had
distinction. Of outstanding per
chenbach and Mrs. Richard Clark party at her home. Dainty refresh Cynthia Knowlton.
length dress with matching acces charge of the guest book.
as assisting hostesses. After Mrs. ments were served by her mother.
sonality. she dramatically expresses
sories and carried red roses. The
The couple are spending some
Lawless opened her many gifts re Elizabeth Ann was presented many
Invitations have been issued by her interest in the work of the bridesmaid. Mrs Clayton Clark of , time in Canada and will make their
freshments were served by the nice gifts by the guests which in Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seekins of W.C.T.U. and other social welfares.
Belfast wore an aqua street length home in Belfast.
hostesses. Present were: Mrs. Hen eluded: Mrs. Charles Berry and Thomaston for the marriage of A member of the State Committee
ry Gardner ,Mrs. Reginald With- granddaughter Susan Collins, Mrs. their daughter. Betty Louise Seek- for Research along those lines. She
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller were Island, the son of Joseph and
ington, Mrs. Mikial Leo, Mis, Dora James Moulaison and son Ray- ins to Elmer Eugene Leonard which will speak of the work for improved
dinner
guests Saturday night of Mary (Grierson) Baum
Kent, Mrs. William Murgita, Mrs. mond, Mrs. Donald Russell and will take place at 7 p. m.. Sunday,, legislation being done by these
He was an active member cf
Frank Winchenbach, Mrs. Perley daughter J<an, John Conley, Mrs. April 8, in St. John’s Episcopal groups at the present session of the Mr and Mis. Hugh Benner. The
evening
was
spent
playing
canasta.
Knox
Lodge of Masons and ForgetBartlett. Jr., and Mrs. Robert Sel- Arthur Schofield and son Rhama Church. Thomaston. Miss Seekins Legislature.
Captain
Shepard,
Me-Not Chapter of Eastern Star
iger, Mrs. William Legage, Mrs. Charles, Mrs. John Dalton and is a member of The Courier-Ga- who will accompany her, was toiA surprise birthday party
Sally Newman and Mrs. Jasper daughters Martha Jean and Judy, zette staff. A reception will follow merly superintendent of the Bureau i h ",' ’wednesdav afternoon at 'the
,^°Ut,h Thomaston and the Odd
, „ Herbert Curtis Pine i F<> lCWS
Tenants HarborLombardo sent gifts but were un Mrs. Kent Glover and children the ceremony at 4 Lawrence av- of Identification and a very inter- .
Mary and John and Karen Dull, enue, Thomaston.
| esting speaker
1 h°me
"
able to attend.
street, in honor of her nephew John
Mrs. Edward Benner, Mrs. Israel Dailey. The table was pr ttily de- | 5
corated in Easter colors, the cenSnow and Israel Snow, Jr., motored
1 terpiece being a cleverly decorated
XI to Portsmouth, N. IL, Saturday to j"
,u tIsrael, Snow,
r.
>> iI spend .u
the jday with
Sr., birthday cake made by Miss Diane
Curtis. Lunch was served by Mrs.
V j who is employed at the Portsmouth
Alma Dailey. John was the recipi
m i Navy Yard.
ent of many nice gifts. Guests were
Miss Lee St. Peter spent the Patricia Stevens, Paul Alden, Alice
week-end at her home on Cedar Cole, Dorothy Teel, Linda and
street. Misses Mary Robichaud ol Bruce Fifield, Brenda and Stephen
Derby, Frances Flynn of Portland Lewis. Mar>-Ann, Dana and Rem
These offerings made possible only because we buy as a chain of stores
and Patricia Patterson of Saco were I n'e Winchenbach, David Johnson
also guests at the St. Peter home and Gene Ripley. Cynthia Karl, JoAll are student nurses affiliating anne Mazzeo and Charles Little
at the Augusta State Hospital.
wcre unable
attend.

Social Matters

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock w'ith Mrs. Alice Raymond,
36 Camden street. Mrs. Betty Guay
will be co-hostess.
_
Mrs. Donald French was honored
at a post nuptial shower Friday
night given by her sister Mrs.
Charles R. Duff at her home on
Willow street with Mrs. Donald
Russell as co-hostess. Mrs. French
was presented many nice gifts. Late
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Invited guests were: Mrs Richard
Randall, Mrs. Horatio Knight,
Miss Marjorie Perry, Miss Naomi
Withington, Mrs Dale Lindsey
Mrs. Jean Lawless, Mrs. Raymond
Duff, Miss Agnes Brown, Mrs.
Gardner French, Mrs. Arthur Connolly, Mrs. Percy Dinsmore, Mrs.
Reginald Withington. Mrs. Chester
Mason, Mrs. Harold Axtell, Mrs.
John Duff and Mrs. Richard Freeman of Rockland and Miss Madelyn
Oliver of Bath.
,

Ruth Mayhew Tent

Concert And Play

To Be Presented By Catholic Matters Of Much Interest
Women’s Club St. Patrick's
Are Taken Up By the
Week-End
Organization

A Saint Patrick’s concert and
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. met
play sponsored by the Catholic March 5 for a card party, picnic
women's Club assisted by the So- supper and business session.
dolity of Our Lady of Lourdes will
Mrs. Lina Carroll and Mrs. Lizzie
be presented at Saint Bernard s French acting as party chairmen,
Church Hall, March 16, 17, and 18 while Mrs. Priscilla Smith presided
at 2 o’clock Saturday and 8 o’clock
Friday and Sunday. The play en over the meeting, installing Mrs.
titled "Mrs. O’Leary's Cow is an Carrie House as Council Member
unusual bright comedy, and the No. 2.
many humorous situations which
Mrs. Addie Kaler, a Gray Lady
occur during the play are most en for Togus, offered to deliver home
tertaining. The cast includes:
made candies to the veterans and
Marilyn Fitzgerald, Mrs. Maggie
O’Leary. Diane Valenta, her mis spoke of their great pleasure in re
chievous young daughter. Edmund ceiving tokens of appreciation and
Hodman, her stalwart son. Patricia remembrances from friends on the
Kent, Mrs. Bridget Dor.ahue, a outside
A box is in the making by the
neighbor, Dorinda Coughlin. Eileen
Noonan, who has charm all her Tent and gifts will be gladly deliv
own. Barbara Brazier, her younger ered, so send them along please. A
sister. Daniel Flanagan. Professor list of acceptable gifts will be fur
P D. Famiim, who is not above nished on request.
The Senior Vice President’s
boasting.
charge
was heard for the good of
The concert following the play
the order; also an article appearing
includes:
in a State Paper in which Henry
Karen Thompson—"Welcome.”
Chorus—Gerald LaCrosse. Karen Towle. Past Commander of Maine
Thompson, Marie Gardner, Joanne Deartment Sons of Ur.icn Veterans
Grispi, Regina Hyland, Carolyn called attention to the facts that
Flanagan, Charle- Fairweather, the Civil War should r.e.er be re
Carol Fairweather, Bernard La- ferred to as War Between the
Crois. Charles Carr, George St States," a mistake made by many
Peter, Fred Ro'uuiscn, Elizabeth writers of authentic articles.
Mrs. Ma.on Springer read Gen.
Robish„w. Mary Grispi, Rose Flan
Berry’s prayer overheard by Col.
agan. —Come Back To Erin.
Elizabeth Robishaw—That Dear Baker of Lowell. Mass., on the eve
ning before the death of the Rock
Old Irish Mother of Mine.
Mary Grispi—trumpet solo, I'll land General.
Readings by several and vocal
Take You Home Again Kathleen.
i
numbers
by Mrs. Kaler were other
The Irish Washerwoman
Bernard LaCrolx, Carol Fair- ' pregram numbers.
weather, George St. Peter Fred
Robinson. Charles Fairweather, terfield, composer of Taps. Millie
Thomas. "The Fellowship of FnendCharles Carr, McNamara’s Band.
Regina Hyland, Carolyn Flana I ship:” Mrs. Myra Watts, "Friday
gan. Marie Gardner, Joanne Grispi 13th;" Catherine Libby “Interesting
question.1 about Presidents and
—Irish Four Hand Reel.
Chorus—When Irish Eyes Are Wives." Mabel Richardson, a short
: story, and Addie Kaler entertained
Smiling. Wear.n' of the Green.
Rose Flanagan—My Wild Irish with vocal and piano, first played
Taps" then followed The Red We
Rose.
Gerald LaCrosse—"Little Lep Want is the Red We've Got in the
Old Red, White and Blue." "The
rechaun."
Place That I Worship is the Wide
Chorus—Bridget Donahue.
Open Spaces;" and May the Good
Jeanne White—Pecgy O'Neil.
Joanne Grispi, Marie Gardner— Lord Bless and Keep You.
Next meeting will be held March
Irish Jig,
Bernard LaCroix, The Same Old I 2 with supper at 6 o'clock.
Shillelagh.
Wall Paper Sale—A large variety
Rose Flanagan. Has Anybody
of last seasons papers at 1/3 off
Here Seen Kelly?
j also bund.e lots. 10 rolls and bor
Mary Grispi, trumpet solo—God
der for $1.95 up. Gonia's
Put the Green in the Rainbow, Lit
29-31
tle Town in the Ould County Down. I
Mary Ann Flanagan, Recitation,
See the latest styles in Furs and
rred Robinson—Miss Hooligan’s i oth Coats, moderate prices, top
piality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
Christmas Cake.
1-tf
Elizabeth Robishaw—Mother Ma- j
chree.
Chorus — Too-ra-loo-ra-loo-ral. |
Karen Thompson—"Goodbye.”
Announcer—Elizabeth Hyland.
Piano Accompanist—Mrs. Jane '
Foley.
Directed by the Franciscan Sis- '
hrs of the Atonement.
Various booths, grabs, games and
auction will be an added attraction.
Everyone is cordia]ly invited to at
Mrs. Robert Walsh of Thomas tend.
ton. brought a year's subscrip
tion to Vogue, and several Holiday
Magazines, for the patients this
week.

I Health Portal

SENTER-CRANE'S

New Spring Curtains!
NEW PLASTiC COTTAGE SETS

tip

JOSEPH T. BAUM
; i Mr. and Mrs. Donald Simmons
'1 (Beverly Bowden) of Eliot, were
Joseph T. Baum, 60, South
J overnight guests Saturday of Mr. Thcmastcn grocer and community
and Mrs. Herbert Gregory, Glen leader d Pd £unday morning fo,_

Tulip Time Pattern,
.89 set
$1.00 set
Barn Dance Pattern,
1.00 Set <
C0VC- Sunday ni«ht they were lowing an extended illness,
Apple Blossom Pattern,
dfo:. among the confirmands in St. Pe- ,1 Funeral se vices will be held
ter’s Episcopal Church. They1 re- I from the .at:
, residence
..
_
Strawberry Pattern,
1.49 set
I .
tn South
turned to their home in Eliot fol
Thomaston
Wednesday
at
2
o
’
clock.
Orchid Set,
3.50 set
lowing the service.
Visiting hours will be held at the
Other Cottage Sets in Marquisette, Organdy, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Pohjola ob Burpee Fcr.era: Home in Rockland
served their 24th wedding anniver Tuesday from 2 to 9 p. m. Bur al
$1.59 to $4.98
sary and Mrs. Pohjola's birthday will be in the Village cemetery at

NEW PLASTIC OVERDRAPES
In Handsome Designs

Floral,
$1.39
Hunters’Scenic,
1.79
Rose Fantasy,
1.98
Floral Bouquet,
2.79
Also Plain Colored Plastic Drapes,
a ribbed effect material in five
beautiful colors,
1.49
Celanese “Suedecord” Plain
Drapes
4.98
Celanese "Multicord” Plain Drapes 7.98

.'ffc
(t'ii |
TA;
z(. 1
jjS.:

last Sunday night at their resi
dence at New County road. At
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Gusti
Bjorkquist and son Elmer, Mrs.
Lillian Maki and daughter Shirley
and son Douglas Maki. Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Norris, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wuori of Waldoboro, Mrs.
Elsie Hakala, Mrs. Inez Lehto,
Mrs. Aino Kane as .Osmond Bunker
and Mrs. Jennie Rivers. Refreshments included an anniversary and
birthday cake, several other cakes,
finnish coffee bread, punch was
served and the evening passed by
the ladies singing Finnish songs,
and reading anniversary poems.
The couple received lovely cards
gifts and money.

—KOQH—

The census for the past four
days has averaged about 46 pa
tients.
—KOGH—

The RN. Club will meet Tuesday
at 8 p. m. March 27. in the Bok
Nurses’ Home. Mrs. Clerise Wins
ton, R. N„ from Waldoboro a.1
president will conduct the business
session. W.lbur Senter will show
colored movies beginning at 8.30.
—KCQH -

Mrs. Harry Magitz, Maple street.
Rockland, donated 24 sets of sugars
and creamers, for the patients'
trays; and one dozer, white face
cloths.
—KCQH—

Miss Shirley Swanner of Damari
scotta Mills, joined the Hospital
staff Sunday.
KCOH-

Miss Evelyn Dillstrom relieved on
Saturday and Sunday for Miss
Margaret Adams, dietitian.

Shut-Ins Are Remembered—
Past Presidents' Night
April 12

Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Thursday afternoon for quilt tackmg and supper Mrs. Myra Watts
presided at 730 when the business
session convened.
Mrs. Mary Haskel] was warmly
welcomed by the gathering after a
long ab.-ence. Mrs. Mabel Kichard-on reported calling on several of
our shutins and others reported
sickness among the members. Best
wishes were sent to Sister Mae
Cross.
Red Cross was remembered with
a donation.
Past President’s Night will be observed April 12, with Mrs. Inez
Packard in the chair.
Eliza Plummer, Patriotic In
structor offered a reading taken
from "The Banner” General But-

—KCGH

NEW 1951
CARRIAGES

New Spring Ruffled and
Tailored Curtains
Fancy Cotton Net, tailored.
$1.98
Fine Quality Rayon Marq. tailored. 2.98
Flock Rayon Marquisette, tailored. 3.49
Sheer "Vogue” Nylon, tailored, 5.25
Permanent Finish Organdy
4 Priscillas,
2.98
& Permanent Finish Cotton Ruffled
Curtains,
2.98
& Permanent Finish Flocked Organdy
Ruffled.
4.98
Wide Ruffled "Cheney” Nylons. 7.75

South Thomaston.
Mr. Baum is survived by a son.
Joseph T. Baum, Jr., of South
Thomaston and daughters, Mrs
Dorothy Roberson and Mrs. Alice
Robinson, both of South Thomas
ton, and Mrs. Joan Smith cf Watertown, Mass. Surviving also are
sisters, Mrs. Vedie Bloomburg of
Clark Island and Mrs. Margaret
Maker of Rockland; four grand
children and several nieces and
nephews also survive. Mrs. Baum
died several months ago and was
for a considerable number of
years the postmistress at South
Thomaston, a position in which Mr.
Baum was associated.
Mr. Baum was a native of Clark

Relief Corps Met

Girl Scout Week, March 12-17

SIEBERT AND THAYER

MODELS ON DISPLAY

We Are Official Agents and

Have a Complete Line of

* Reversible Handle—Push Baby
Either Way.
* Town and Country Carriages.

All colors ar.d styles in stock.

Scout and Brownie Merchandise.

V. F. Studley, Inc.
283 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1154

HOME-MADE

CANDY

.50
Peanut Brittle
.60
Kisses .. .
.69
True Fruit Jellies
Sugar Mints....................... ....... 6f
Needhams, hand dipped ....... 6£
Plain,Fudges ..................... ... .60
Peanut Clusters ... —........ ....... 79
Raisin Clusters ................. ....... 7f
.89
Cream Caramels ...............
( ream Fudge with Nuts ....... 89
.89
Choc-Coated Ginger Jelly
Home Made (hocolates .... 1.10
1.35
Butter Crunch
1.35
Candied Ginger
Choc-Easter Bunnies .50, 55, .59
.39
Hand Rolled Easter Eggs

STEVENSON’S
CANDY STORE
6 MAIN ST.,
CAMDEN. ME.
Open Week Days 8 to 9 P. M.
Sundays 2 to 9 P. M.

Mrs. Eleanor Sayward, RN. did
private duty nursing Saturday.
March 10 for her daughter, Estelle,
who had a tonsillectomy that day.

—KCGH

Karl Tall spent
Monday In Boston.

Sunday

!

I

1

j
I

fjjLjOpPEEL

“EASTER BEAUTY”

-KCGH

Miss Elizabeth Kirkwood. R N
returned frem her week's vacation
Sunday.

'
j

Mm

and

Strides Jauntily
Through Spring Too

$14.95 to $26.95

-KCGH

M ss Vittrice Carini left Friday
afternoon for Boston to attend the
Flower Show, returning late Mon
day night.

Save your bottles and help save
a life Kiwanis needs your help.
Iron Lung Drive April 1. Paper,
scrap, bottles.
31-lt

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE

No seasonal limits on our Top
pers.

They’re bright, gay and

comfortable most any season of
A Shining New Coiffure will
add much to your smart appear
ance.

Shampoo, Cut, Set $1.50
Permanents, $5 to $15

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON

On Order at

Helen Oldis Knight, Prop.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

373 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 142

the year.

Low in price, too.

The Woman’s Shop
Haskell & Corthell
TEL. 484.

CAMDEN,

ME.

PSW WT

TDwfty-TTluiWJlWW

Rockland CourFer-Gazetfe, Tuesday, March 13,195T

OLD DAYS OH HIGHLAHD TROLLEY LIME

Fred Brown, who lived up on Ben
ner HUI rode every day. He was
night man at the Round House. AI
Perry, Will Adams, and ‘'Jimmie,
the Greek" went to work at the
quarries.
William Dean. Simon Crosby, and
James French were all employed by
the Street Railway. One man I
shall always remember was Capt.
Anson Cushman, who was night
clerk at the Thorndike Hotel. For
many years, every morning when
he get on the car for his trip
home, he would say, "Nothing new,
I hope." Another was Ed Dean,
the Sauer Kraut King, with hits
saying, 'Awful struggle.”
, A thing which interested me
very much was the teams and
teamsters. They hauled lime-rock,
ice, gravel, and did general work
1 used to watch them haul their
huge loads of ice. That was a big
business in those days. Owners of
teams were Sam Doe, Les Ross,

This Type Was For Winter Use

Belfast Concerts

Their Object Being To Raise
Money For the Purchase
Of a New Piano

The first of a series of three piano
concerts will be held in Belfast this
week to raise funds for the pur
chase of a new community piano.
The first will be presented in the
auditorium of the First Church
Thursday, at 8.15 p. m.
Mr. Brechemln. internationally
known pianist and a resident of
Belfast will be the artist. He will
illustrate his program by telling the
audience about the composer and
the selections which he will play.
This type of program has proved
very popular with several clubs be
fore which Mr. Brechemln has
played during the past few months.
The dates and places for the two
future concerts have been set as
follows: Wednesday, April 4, 8.15
This is Car No. 17 taken in front of ear barn, ( arltcn Stewart no« deceased, is the motorman, and '' 1
Ga.d t., do11^
p. m., another concert by Louis
Edgar Cousin, standing on the running board is the conductor. Edgar since has been the Mayor of Old John Sherer, Herb Bowden, Charlie
Brechemln at the auditorium ot the
Town. Bert Gregory is seated on the front seat and II dph Tibbetts back in the car.
Chapman, John Brewster, Johnson
Mayhew. Charles Sherer, and Allie
First Church; and Sunday April 29
George Shuman, Neal Blackington,
at 3 p. m., a duo-piano concert by
Clarence Wylie, Rockland Jones,
Mr. Brechemln. and Donald Lewis,
Maurice Ginn and Stewart Tripp. Snow, I hear, and works for an oil
•■ C-i local music teacher and student,
We also had Policemen: Sam concern.
This is car No. 6 at end of line at the Highlands, near head of Limerock street. Dana Shcrer in door- in the Crosby High School Auditor
Hewett, Frank Levensaler and
Other teamsters were Clift way. motorman; Bert Gregory on ground, conductor. Like many of the employes Dana has gone to his rest, ium. Both Mr. Brechemln and Mr.
Isaac Fields, the two former before Witham, George Grover, George a K°«d man and a A00*1 motorman.—Photo loaned by Bert Gregory.
Lewis are giving of their time and
my day, however. Charlie Tolman
Pettee, Harold Tolman, Jeff Butler summer time, we were always sure and fill the tracks full in a mat The conductors on the mqin line services to raise money for the
(By Conductor 1O0>
cars came in, that thc names of
who operated the blacksmtih shop
a good business. People from ter of minutes. (Even Dana and I cars would holler out to us when purchase of a new community
In January 1910, I was trans- the “conductors" and "motormen at the head of Rankin Street was Aaron Maxey. William and Allie
Metcalf. Most of them used the the South End and the city and shovelled at times so we could get we met at Rankin Block, "Lovely Steinway piano.
,
, ,
. . . __ ___
went out, and the men were called
ferred from a night run on the
with us every morning. We had a cars for transportation.
"operators." In 1917 I left the
William passengers transferring from the home for dinner). Many are the on the Highlands."
telephone man, Robtrt Packard ---- ---------------r--------the old Trolley Line once was.
passenger service and went on the
Clinton drove a milk cart for San, tnaln line would make their way to times In a bad storm, when an
But it Was not aways Winter!
If the Rovlg Reporter will print
morning, plenty of air (cold) and freight ears. I cannot remember who was a conductor in the very Doe, and Charlie Blackington for AChom cemetery with beautiful nouncing the car at the waiting There were many lovely days in
early days of the Street Railway.
plenty of snowdrifts. I took Carl who took my place as conductor on
Charles Sherer.
bouquets to decorate the graves of station, I would say, ’As far as Spring and Summer, when people this, perhaps some day I will write
On the 8 30 a. m. trip into the
George Hart's store was a busy their loved ones.
On Sunday Sherer’s only, and lucky if we get would come from far and near to about the other end of this line,
Cassens’ place as he was trans- the Highland Line. Perhaps somecity, we had a car load of boys and place; a real country grocery store momings a special left the Hlghknown as the South End. Am in
ferred to the mail and baggage car one can remember and tell me a
girls going to school. We used to with its pot-bellied stove, and [ancis at 103 m. This was known there.” The next trip it might be take a nice car ride out in the hopes that this may inspire some
I would very much like to know.
country
and
to
see
the
quarries.
"to Hart's only," and then, if the
from Rockland to Camden.
This line was not noted for have the school teachers riding up cracker and bean barrels. Many as the "Church Car.”
I met and enjoyed knowing other employee to write about hap
storm kept up, as they did in those
Dana Sherer was my motorman . __
..
to the Highland School and the gtate and county affairs were
heavy riding, ut there were a lot
many
fine people on the Highland penings on the "Broomstick Line."
On the Highland Line in Winter days, there just wouldn’t be any
for five years and a very good man Of nice pcOpie on the line whom I Benner Hill School and I really settled there by the inhabitants of it was certainly rugged. The snow trip. The car would be stalled Line. A large majority of them Fred Blaisdell, maybe?
think the latter earned her money | Blackington’s Corner.
Let’s not let lt die,
to work with. After he left, James learned to like very much. They
drifts were high, and after the somewhere In a snowdrift! The have now gone to their rest, but
on those cold Winter mornings. We
Bert 8. Gregory.
Sullivan took his place and was came from all wa’ks of life. Tliere
One Winter Dana was away quite pi^-g had gone through and men Winters then did not bear much many of their children and grandalso had ladies who went into thc
there until the coming of the one- were carpenters who rode every
a while, driving a team for his shovelled, the wind would blow resemblance to the present ones. ch ldren are now living along where
Read The Courier-Gasette
city to business every morning, in
father, and Albert (Doc) Crockett---------------------------------------------man car which Frank Sherer op-, morn.ng a.s regulcrly as the cl ck
eluding Annie Blackington, who was
was my motorman. On the 9.30!
erated. It was when the one-man Sheridan Bartlett, William Benner,
for so many years in the Rockland
a. m trip, we would go into Hart’s
Savings Bank, Gladys Jones HeisStore and buy crackers and cheese
tad, Arlene Jones Havener, Mildred
to eat at the end of the line.
Ross, Helen Sullivan Brown. Grace
George was a congenial man, well-1
Crosby Pease, and no doubt
liked by everyone, and had swell i
others.
help in the persons of Austin
On Saturday alternoons, well do Moody, Frank Rokes, and William
I remember the Grand Army Men. Gregory.
They very seldom missed their Sat
At the house at the end of the
urday afternoon meeting. There line lived a Mrs. Smith and her
were Sam and Sewall Hewett, Mr. two daughters, one of whom is now
Ulmer. Mr. Mitchell, Fred Packard Mrs. Etta Andersen. Her husband j
and Mr. Currier. The last-named is Raymond Andersen of The Cou- ]
was very much crippled, and such rier-Gazette staff. Later Jimmie ‘
a task as it was to get him on the 'Lillie) Mazzeo lived there with
car. I have just read of the death his family j remember the chll. |
of his daughter, Mrs Minnie Pet- dren going to school on the car,
."e at the age of 90 years.
and now they are all grown Two
I remember Frank Alden who of them operate their own neigh
went to town every day. He was borhood stores, and one has made
a man whom I liked and respected a name for hmself in marathon
very much. I missed him if there circles.
was a day he didn’t ride. He died
In the early Spring of 1915, one
a few years ago in his nineties.
side
of the bridge onMaverick street
Then there was Andrews Mitchell,
who used to go into the city with over the quarry caved in and un
his basketful of eggs. He had a dermined the car track. Fortu
way of finding out who everyone nately, there was a car on the far
was and all their affairs. Senator side at the time, which made it
Obadiah Gardiner, William Black possible to transfer passengers and
ington and Thomas Perry were this was done the greater part of
that Summer. Quite an incon
i quite regular passengers, too.
Charles Swett, Sr., was a regular. venience. but one that could not
TWIN FULL-WIDTH FEATURES
be helped.
He used to send bundles home by
Another incident of interest oc
the conductor frequently, and we
IN THE DEEP COLD ZONE
would throw them off in the yard. curred when a woman and her two
One morning he sent up a package children were supposedly drowned
The zero zone Built-In
of meat and I threw it off. Well, in the quarry at the head of Lime
Freezer stores 45 lbs. of
Charles never did get that meal. rock street. For once there was
frozen foods! The brand new
New
Built-In
A good-looking dog got it! His son, good riding on the Highland Line.
Quick-Chiller chills bever
, Charles, Jr., used to ride free with For about a week, in the afternoons,
QUICK
Home
ages, desserts, salads—has
Dana and I.
Remember it, a large eight-wheeled car was put
huge built-in meat compart
CHILLER
Freezer
ment. See these latest tu in
Charlie? Alden Perry used to get on the line in place of the regular
features now.. .at our store!
free rides with us, too. It’s all right small one to accommodate the
crowd.
to tell it now, as they are old men!
On Sunday afternoons In the
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COM
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
PANY OF MARYLAND.
CORPORATION
Baltimore (3), Maryland
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate,
$2,575.885 68 '
$150,716.74
Stocks and Bonds,
39.587.46496 Mortgage Loans,
42.982,63828
Cash In Office and Bank. 5284.647.57 i Stocks Uld Bonds,
1.854 929 01 Cash ln
and Bank, 4,071,570.77
Agents' Balances,
Today our telephone service gives us con
Just 75 years ago there was one
137 700 60 A8ents’ Balances,
288.87023
Interest and Rents,
198 326.40 | In,erest and Rents,
232,747.19
All Other Assets,
telephone in thc world ... a crude,
venience and protection the richest man in the
______ _ All Other Assets,
402.629 OC
funnel-shaped
instrument
in
the
world could not have bought 75 years ago.
Gross Assets,
49.588.96422
Total Admitted Assets, $48,736,172.23
Deduct items not ad
Boston laboratory of Alexander
Our telephone saves us thousands of steps,
213 740 18
LIABI7 J’l'LES DEC. 31, 1950
mitted,
Graham Bell.
’
Net Unpaid Losses,
$23,175,537.34
serves as a never sleeping messenger in time
$49275 ”24 04 Unearned Premiums, 10.625.761.79
Admitted,
of emergency.
When the first words traveled over that
1 AU Other Liabilities, 4930,873.10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
2.000.000.00
Net Unpaid Losses,
$5 278,165.78 Cash Capital,
slender telephone wire a new era was opened
The great communication industry serving
15.147,206.60 Surplus over all LlaUnearned Premiums,
in this nation and all nations.
8,000.000.00
3.613A1827 ' bllities,
commerce and thc homes of America in time
AU Other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
3.000.000.00
of peace stands ready today to carry messages
Thc growth of telephone service was nearly
Special Surplus Funds, 2213.00000 Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$48,736,172.23
vital to our nation's safety.
Surplus over all Lia
as miraculous as its invention. Within months
25-T-31
bilities,
20,123.43436

Bert Gregory, the Man With the Marvelous
Memory, Tells About Them

-GIVE AWAY-

Your Choice Of Any ONE Item
In Our Store, Up To 10% Of
The Purchase Price Of Any
Philco Refrigerator Purchased
From Us On Or Before
March 31, 1951

Aim

Total Labilities and
Surplus,

THE CAMDEN FTRE INS. ASSO.
Camden, N. J.

$49375224 04
25-T-31

ASSETS DEC 31. 1950
Real Estate,
$335.158 68
Mortgage Loans,
148,87427
Stocks and Bonds,
24931,10720
Cash in Office and Bank, 2,297,426.02
Agents' Balances,
2366.472.08
Interest and Rents,
85.84617
All Other Assets,
204.677.38

PHILCO 906. We urge you to compare

this great new Philco feature for
feature—cubic foot by cubic foot—
with any refrigerator at its price!
We’re sure you'll agree, it’a America's
greatest value in a
deluxe refrigerator.

As Low As
$14.64
Per Month
After Down Payment

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN STREET.

TELEPHONE 1135

ROCKLAND, MAINE

P

I
,
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SCIMCt

Produced Promptly
on our

No Job Too Big
Come In and Watrh It Work

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Department
R. L. Andersen. Supt.
PHONE 770.
ROCKLAND. ME.

100-aw-tf

Perhaps no single invention changed the

lic demonstration was held . . . within two

course of the world so much as that of the

years the first commercial switchboard was

telephone. Certainly few things today give us

opened .... within the span of a man’s life a

so much for so little

mammoth network of telephone wires has en

... are so big in
value, so low
in cost.

circled thc globe. In this country alone there
are over 41,000,000 telephones in service.

Gross Assets,
$30.368561.81
Deduct items not ad
mitted.
104.06158
Admitted.
LIABILTriES. DEC

Automatic Press

of Mr. Bell’s first successful experiment a pub

$3026551028
31, 1950

Net Unpaid Losses,
$3,854.788 87
Unearned Premiums. 14312.62154
| All Other Liabilities,
1.074260 58 |
Cash Capitol,
2,500.000.00
[ Reserve for Conflagra
tion,
1.00090090
! Surplus over all Liabili
ties.
7523.83828
Total Liabilities and
$3026551028
Surplus,
26-T-81

The
NEW ENGLAND

Telephone
Company

*

TELEGRAPH

